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Conditions were established for inducing pear blossom blast

caused by Pseudomonas syringae (Ps) on both attached and detached

shoots. The incidence of disease was proportional to the log of Ps

population under optimal temperature, moisture and bloom developmental

stage. Highest incidence of infection followed occurrence of a major

exotherm in the presence of Ps suspended in water drops on blossoms.

An exotherm was detected inside ovary tissue at temperatures ranging

from -1.8 to -3.5 C. Wetness duration following exotherm occurrence

was less important than wetness during the freeze event. Blossoms

inoculated, then either air -dried or removed from low temperature

treatment prior to a freeze, had a low incidence of infection. The

full bloom stage of blossom development was more susceptible to

blossom blast than either the open cluster or tight cluster stages of

development. Eight pear cultivars were evaluated for susceptibility

to blossom blast with the red cultivars less susceptible than the



green ones. Internal tissues of pear trees were sampled for Ps at

seven orchard sites in Oregon. Endophytic Ps were found in 76%

(52/68) of the trees with 81% (191/235) of the fluorescent

isolates negative for oxidase reaction (Ox -). A total of 159 and 32

F+Ox- isolates were found in root and stem tissues, respectively. A

heterogeneous endophytic Ps population exists based on variable

results following phenotypic characterization tests including ice

nucleation ability, hypersensitive response, pathogenicity, and

sensitivity to bactericides. Visual evaluation of DNA restriction-

fragment profile analysis resulted in similar profiles between

isolates taken from the same tree as well as dissimilar profiles

between isolates taken from the same tissue segments. Sensitivity to

antibiotics was significantly different (P < 0.05) between concentra-

tions tested, between streptomycin and oxytetracycline, and between

epiphytic and endophytic isolates. Sensitivity to copper sulfate was

similar between epiphytic and endophytic isolates but significantly

different (P < 0.05) between concentrations tested. Ps inoculations

into root and stem tissues of potted trees resulted in limited,

detectable inoculum movement up to 3.0 cm in stems and no detectable

movement above the crown from root inoculations.
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Epidemiology of Disease Caused by Pseudomcnas syringae

as an Epiphyte and Its Frequency, Distribution,

and Characteristics as an Endophyte of Pear

INTRODUCTION

Blossom blast of pear (Pyrus communis L.) is caused by the plant

pathogenic bacterium Pseudamonas syringae van Hall (Ps). The symptoms

are expressed in a variety of ways including blasted blossoms,

necrotic buds, canker development, shoot-tip dieback, and lesions on

leaves and fruit (Panagcpoulos and Crosse, 1964a). Typically, the

greatest economic losses to pear growers caused by the disease are

yield reductions in mature trees resulting from blasted blossoms and

necrotic buds, or the death of young trees resulting from cankers that

girdle the main stem (McKeen, 1955).

Ps is generally not an aggressive pathogen. It often exists as a

harmless resident on or in plant tissue until an opportunity such as

tissue trauma, caused by wounding or stress to the host, is created.

Such an injury to the host provides an opening for invasion by the

bacterium and, given the appropriate conditions, often permits the

bacterium to become pathogenic. The trigger mechanism causing this

innocuous resident to become pathogenic is not well understood, but

an increase in incidence of the disease often accompanies wet

weather when temperatures are cool to freezing (Lirelow, 1982b).

A population of Ps is composed of individuals with highly

variable phenotypes (Gross et al., 1984; Malvick and Moore, 1988a).

This heterogeneity imparts diverse adaptability within the bacterial
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population which increases the difficulty in understanding or

predicting a response by the pathogen. If just one, or even a few

bacterial cells within a population have the ability to contribute to

disease or adapt to a restrictive environment, then the adaptive

capability of the bacterium could result in a phenotypic shift by a

population toward the selected trait. Selection toward resistance of

bactericides used for control and/or selection toward avoidance of an

unfavorable environment by entering into an endophytic phase could

partially explain why control methods are inconsistently effective.

Also, this adaptive capability allows Ps to survive as an epiphyte on

a wide host range making control of the source of inoculum virtually

impossible.

In order to better understand the conditions that influence

disease of pear caused by Ps the following factors were evaluated:

inoculum concentration, wetness duration, temperature, susceptibility

of eight pear cultivars and susceptibility of three bloom

developmental stages of pear (cv. 'Anjou'). Also, internal root and

stem tissues of 'Anjou' were sampled to determine the frequency,

distribution, and characteristics of an endophytic Ps population.

The characteristics evaluated included hypersensitivity response,

pathogenicity on pear and cherry fruitlets, ice nucleation ability,

DNA restriction-fragment profile analysis, sensitivity to

streptomycin, oxytetracycline, and copper sulfate, and mobility of

selected Ps isolates within internal pear tissues.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Causal Organism and Isolation. Pseudomonas syringae van Hall 1902

(Ps) is a gram negative, straight or slightly curved, rod-shaped

bacterium. It is typically 0.7 to 1.2 u in diameter, up to 1.5 u

long, and motile with one or more polar flagella. Ps requires oxygen,

has no resting stage, produces no prosthecae and is not surrounded by

a sheath. It has one or more plasmids that are important components

of its genetic makeup (Krieg and Holt, 1984).

Crosse (1959) demonstrated that Ps was among the resident

microbial epiphytic population of stone fruit. Studies of Ps

population dynamics (Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978; Gross et al., 1983;

Wimalajeewa and Flett, 1985; Roos and Hattingh, 1986c; Malvick and

Moore, 1988a; Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1988; Sundin et al., 1988) have

indicated that highest population levels develop during the cool, wet

weather of spring and fall followed by declining populations,

sometimes below detectable levels, during either the hot, dry summer

months or cold winter months.

Isolations of epiphytic Ps from woody plants can be readily made

during spring or fall. Leaf, blossom, or bud samples are usually

bulked, weighed and vigorously washed for up to 2 hr in a sterile

phosphate buffer (Olson and Jones, 1983). Gross et al. (1983)

reported this procedure removed at least 95% of the surface bacterial

population. Typically, diluted sample washings can be spread onto the

surface of King's medium B (KB) (King et al., 1954) or Pseudo manas

agar F (PAF) (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI) supplemented with

cyclohexirnide (40 ug/ml) for inhibition of fungal contaminants, and
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incubated at 20-24 C for 2-3 days.

The bacteria also can be isolated from necrotic leaf spots or

young cankers. Plant tissue should be removed from the margin of a

necrotic leaf spot or the advancing edge of an active canker. The

tissue should be surface sterilized in alcohol or 0.5 to 1.0% sodium

hypochlorite prior to maceration (Schaad, 1988).

Internal tissues can be sampled by sectioning small diameter

(< 2.5 cm) root and stem tissue or cross-section core drilling large

diameter wood (Cameron, 1970; Dow ler and Weaver, 1975). Tissue

samples can be placed directly onto the surface of the medium or,

following a 30 min soak in a small volume of sterile, distilled water

(SDW), fluid can be streaked onto the medium. Richard et al. (1987)

sampled xylem of alfalfa roots for ice nucleation-active Pseudomonads

by surface-sterilizing 5 cm root segments with 6% sodium hypochlorite

for 2 min followed by a 15 sec rinse in 95% ethanol. They then

aseptically removed the cortex and both ends of the root segments,

immersed the tissue in a phosphate buffer, than macerated it in a

sterile blender.
On an iron-deficient medium such as KB or PAF, colonies of Ps

were white, circular, raised to convex, often with undulate margins

and most isolates produced a yellow-green fluorescent pigment that was

easily detectable under ultraviolet light. This morphological

description was useful but inconclusive. Physiological and

biochemical tests were used for further classification.

Determinative Szsts For Identification. Ps was described by Kovacs

(1956) to be cxidase negative. It was reported by Stanier et al.
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(1966) to be a strict aerobe that generally produced green

fluorescent pigment under UV light at 350 nm when cultured on an iron-

deficient medium. Lelliott et al. (1966) published a determinative

scheme to distinguish between fluorescent phytopathogenic and

saprophytic Pseudomonads. This scheme includes five key tests

commonly referred to as LOPAT tests: 1) levan production, 2) axidase

reaction, 3) potato rot, 4) arginine dihydrolase production, and 5)

tobacco hypersensitivity. Results of these tests generally separated

Ps from other fluorescent Pseudomonads. Variation in strain reaction

to the LOPAT tests has sometimes occurred (Fahy and Lloyd, 1983).

This was observed with levan production in our laboratory, which

prompted the use of another set of determinative tests.

Latorre and Jones (1979) reported that GATTa tests were useful

for rapid identification of Ps and P. morsprunorum. These tests

included gelatin liquefaction (G) (jams, 1971), aesculin hydrolysis

(A) (Sheath. 1956), tyrosinase activity (T) (Crosse and Garrett, 1963),

and tartrate utilization (Ta) (Society of Amer. Bact., 1957).

Isolates that were positive for G and A but negative for T and Ta were

referred to as GATTa+ and isolates that were negative for G and A but

positive for T and Ta were referred to as GATTa-. Latorre and Jones

(1979) classified P. syringae as GATTa+ and P. moLsprunorum. as

GATTa-. Utilization of additional phenotypic characters can increase

confidence in isolate classification, therefore we included

fluorescence, axidase activity, tobacco hypersensitivity,

pathogenicity on pear and cherry fruitlets and ice nucleation activity

along with the GATTa tests for each isolate. Results from this
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combination of determinative tests generally appeared to be consistent

and enabled us to make positive identification of Ps. A current

controversy exists however, for classification beyond species, so no

further attempts were made for additional classification.

Taxonomic Dilemma. Cowan (1971) summarized a definition of species

when he stated "a species is a group of organisms defined more or

less subjectively by the criteria chosen by the taxonomist to show to

best advantage and as far as possible put into practice his individual

concept of what a species is." He also observed that the different

kinds of bacteria were not separated by sharp divisions but by slight

and subtle differences in characters so that they seemed to blend

into each other and resembled a spectrum.

This continuum of relatedness was quite evident with Ps.

Bacterial isolates can share similarities in phenotypic traits yet

have mutually exclusive habitats and/or hosts. Isolations of

heterogeneous populations of Ps from the same host have been commonly

observed by researchers Palmier and Weaver, 1975; Lindow et al.,

1978a; Hirano and Upper, 1983; Endert and Ritchie, 1984; Gross et al,

1984; Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1988; Malvick and Moore, 1988a).

Determinative tests for phenotypic responses in isolates from different

hosts can produce similar results. However, consistency in inducing

these responses can be problematic and may not provide an accurate

measurement of such responses by the bacterium on its host.

Bradbury (1986) suggested that the tendency to identify any

fluorescent, oxidase-negative phytopathogen as Ps over the years had

caused a number of slightly different organisms from a variety of
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hosts to be labeled improperly. Fahy and Lloyd (1983) suggested that

host specificity alone was not regarded by the International Committee

of Systemic Bacteriology as sufficient reason for retaining species

names. This explains why most of the fluorescent Pseudomonads have

been classified as one species, Pseudomonas syringae. They further

proposed that such a reduction to one species was unsatisfactory for

plant pathologists who needed to distinguish strains that can be

distinct because of their differences in host range and host specific

pathogenicity. Young et al., (1978) used the infrasubspecific term

' pathovar' to designate organisms on the basis of their host range.

The disease-producing trait of an organism can be its most significant

trait and for this reason Schaad (1982) stated that pathogenicity

should be accepted as a major character at the level of species or

subspecies. He cautioned however, that ' pathovar' should be

restricted to those organisms that varied only in their pathogenicity

and bacteria that could be differentiated by other traits should be

designated as species or subspecies.

Hildebrand et al. (1982) Observed that the use of the pathovar

epithet to gain precision beyond species was proposed as an expedient

way to preserve species names of plant pathogens by lumping organisms

into commonly accepted species groupings, then relying on the pathovar

epithet to describe alleged pathogenic characteristics. They

suggested that this was an excuse in ignorance that had caused more

problems than the former system of species delimitation. They also

acknowledged the spectrum-like relationship between bacterial strains

and proposed a predictive taxonomic system composed of phenotypic
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characters combined with a DNA homology model. They suggested that

the degree of resolution of genome differences that phenotypic

properties alone could provide was questionable since only a small

portion of the genome was represented. Davis (1986) stated that

pathogenicity was not a stable character for taxonomic purposes

because loss of a single gene could impair the ability of a plant

pathogen to survive in nature and render it avirulent.

Environmental influences such as culture age, temperature,

nutrient availability can be used as examples of conditions that

influence phenotypic expression of specific characteristics. Minor

changes in one or a combination of such influences could affect

bacterial strain performance in physiological determinative tests.

Performance variability in these tests could be a result of an

undetectable influence on phenotypic expression. Direct evaluation of

the total genome using DNA homology could overcome such limitations

and assist with taxonomic classification beyond species.

Denny et al. (1988) compared three genome analyses including DNA-

DNA hybridization, multilocus enzyme electrophoresis, and restriction-

fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) for their usefulness for

classifying fluorescent phytopathogenic Ps. They found DNA-DNA

hybridization was useful to distinguish between pathovars and both

multilocus enzyme electrophoresis and RFLP analysis were sensitive

enough to distinguish strains within pathovar classification. They

concluded that RFLP analysis had the greatest sensitivity of the three

methods. Lazo et al. (1987) also used RFLP analysis to distinguish

pathovars of Xanthamonas campestris. A comparison of DNA fragments
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generated by restriction endonuclease was also shown to be useful for

bacterial strain comparisons (Drahos et al, 1985; Hartung and

Civerolo, 1987; Malvick and Moore, 1980.

These techniques are gaining acceptance for taxonomic use. There

remains a certain amount of subjective interpretation required of

genetic relatedness, but more precision is probable as the pool of

information enlarges. Analysis of basic genetic code of an organism

will supplement phenotypic characteristics for. taxonomic

classification and eventually enable a taxonomist to classify that

organism into a category that suits the taxonomist. Disagreement

about the proper category may always exist, however.

Symptoms. Disease of pear caused by Ps was characterized by

Panagopculos and Crosse (1964a) to include the following symptoms:

cankers, blasted blossoms, necrotic buds, die-back of shoot-tips and

lesions on leaves and fruit. They observed that cankers developed at

the base of an infected spur, pruning cut, or other mechanical injury

or wound. Infected areas were described as slightly sunken, dark

brown, and they became more hardened than the surrounding healthy

bark. Vascular tissues adjacent to the canker were described as

having a brown margin with brown streaks extending into the healthy,

white tissue. Typically, cankers would spread upwards but could

spread in all directions to eventually girdle the limb. Advanced

stages of canker development resulted in flaking of the bark around

the canker (Panagopoulos and Crosse, 1964a).

Agrios (1988) reported that cankers developed in late winter to

early spring. In stone fruit, an exudate can be produced from tissue
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adjacent to the canker as trees break dormancy. This exudate can flow

across healthy tissue and give off a sour odor (Agrios, 1988). When

the canker girdled a limb or trunk, leaves above the canker appeared

first to wilt, then they turned from yellow to brown and usually

remained attached. The entire limb or tree above the girdling canker

often died within a few weeks (Agrios, 1988). Pruning beneath the

canker zone of an infected limb was shown to remove the bacteria and

the accompanying threat of canker extension downward into a larger

limb (Chandler and Daniell, 1976).

Two types of blossom symptoms were described by Panagopoulos and

Crosse (1964a). The first they called calyx-cup infections which

began as pin-point spots in the calyx cup between full bloom and petal

fall. These spots rapidly turned dark brown and coalesced until the

entire calyx cup became discolored. The second blossom symptom they

termed blight infection. The symptoms appeared suddenly on sepals,

receptacles, pedicels, and peduncles at all stages of flower

development. They noted that sepals and receptacles were the most

frequently infected. The first signs were black, circular or

irregular lesions with sharp margins. On pedicels the initial

infections resulted in black streaks along the main axis. As the

disease progressed, lesions coalesced, became sunken and often

encompassed all or most of the floral tissues. Symptom development

was observed to occur over a five to eight day period depending on the

size, number, and distribution of the initial infections (Panagopoulos

and Crosse, 1964a). They noted that the pathogenic bacteria

frequently invaded the tip of the fruiting spurs, and occasionally
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killed the whole spur. Also, the disease often spread into the

branches and caused die-back.

The effect onblvis was generally observed in the spring when

buds swelled and tips of new, green growth emerged. Infection

resulted in arrested bud growth, followed by the entire bud

turning brown and necrotic. Sectioning of infected buds revealed

brown streaking which usually progressed until the entire bud

turned brown and necrotic. In some cases, buds swelled abnormally,

turned orange to brown, and the dead tissue expanded into an active

canker (Panagopoulcs and Crosse, 1964a).

Klement (1974) reported that shoot-tip dieback occurred on

vegetative shoots. Tips of succulent, new vegetative growth

wilted and turned brown. Both stem and leaves were affected. He

observed this symptom closely resembled that of fireblight from a

distance, except shoot-tip dieback caused by Ps usually was

determinate and rarely extended beyond 10 to 20 cm downward. The

infection did not progress beyond the spur, whereas fireblight

continued to 'run' much greater distances and was reactivated

following a quiescent period. Also, closer comparison revealed a

varnished appearance on fireblight-infected shoots caused by the dried

bacterial ooze which spread across the leaf and shoot surfaces.

Bacterial ooze from blossom blast infections caused by Ps have not

been observed (Parker and Burkholder, 1950; McKeen, 1955; Dye, 1956;

Sands and Kollas, 1974).

Panagopoulos and Crosse (1964a) reported that leaf infections

appeared as small, dark brown to black circular lesions, often
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surrounded by a reddish -brown halo. These lesions often enlarged

slightly and distorted the lamina. When they were in large numbers,

they could coalesce. Spotting on young fruitlets generally expanded

as the fruit enlarged. Lesions were superficial, and generally formed

shallow, corky depressions on mature fruit. Leaf and fruit lesions

were comparatively rare and did not appear to be an important phase of

the disease (Panagopoulos and Crosse, 1964a).

Host Range and Geographical Distribution. Agrics (1988) reported that

Ps had a wide host range that continues to expand as researchers

explore epiphyte ecology. Disease caused by the bacterium apparently

occurred in all major fruit growing regions of the world and was

especially damaging to stone fruit. Cameron (1962b) presented a

thorough review of susceptible hosts that included many types of

plants including pome and stone fruits, ornamentals and vegetables.

Ps was described to reside as an epiphyte on above ground foliage of

its hosts (Crosse, 1963). He also stated that Ps became pathogenic on

a host if that host was predisposed to invasion and favorable weather

conditions were present. Due to its wide distribution and ability to

colonize many hosts as an epiphyte, Ps was described as ubiquitous

(Crosse, 1966; Vidaver and Buckner, 1978; Hirano and Upper, 1983; Roos

and Hattingh, 1986a).

Economic Importance. Losses directly related to fruit production such

as blasted buds, blossoms, and spurs of stone and pome fruit, along

with death of transplanted trees and nursery stock girdled by

bacterial canker, were listed as examples of economic losses that can

be directly measureable (Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1986). Cameron
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(1962b) reported that where conditions were favorable for disease

development, cherry tree mortality up to 75% was observed in young

orchards with 10-20% losses common in other situations. Roos and

Hattingh (1987) stated that stone fruit trees in young orchards in

South Africa could, die off completely within four years of being

planted. McKeen (1955) reported that the severity of attack on pear

trees ranged from orchards with minor incidence of the disease to more

severely diseased orchards with complete destruction of all blossoms,

and high young tree mortality. Canino et al. (1974) noted that the

disease was especially destructive on a variety of pear cultivars

including 'Packham's Triumph', 'Anjou', and 'Bartlett'. Losses

observed in the Hood River Valley, OR, in mature pear orchards and

young pear plantings have varied considerably and appeared to be

related to planting site, cultivar, method of irrigation and time of

pruning.

Ice Nucleation Activity. Another contribution to economic loss that

can be difficult to quantify involves the damage caused by the

interaction of frost injury and Ps. In addition to its pathogenic

capability, Ps has been shown to act as a biotic ice nucleation agent

(Maki et al., 1974; Vali et al., 1976). Lindow (1983) referred to

frost damage as the world's most destructive abiotic disease. The

presence of rapidly growing vegetative and reproductive tissues in the

spring can render a tree highly vulnerable to frost injury. Klement

(1974) reported that severe damage from bacterial canker in apricot

trees inoculated with Ps occurred only in association with freezing

temperatures. Arny et al. (1976) demonstrated a similar response
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using corn. They Observed increased sensitivity of corn cells to

frost following application of the bacterium. Weaver (1978) also showed

that development of bacterial canker in peach twigs was associated

with below- freezing temperatures followed by mild temperatures during

the winter. Klement et al. (1984) proposed a sequence leading to

apoplexy disease of apricot that included the following: 1) Ps

multiplication using exuded phloem sugars as nutrient source, 2) a

consequence of reduced sugar levels leading to increased tissue

sensitivity to frost, 3) enhanced ice nucleation by the INA+

bacterium, 4) occurrence of frost injury to further traumatize

affected tissues and provide an opening for extended colonization by

the opportunistic Ps, and 5) production of toxic substances by either

host or bacterium leading to death of host cells, increased bacterial

population and increased tissue invasion. They described this

scenario could occur in repeated cycles during winter, which should

lead to extended canker development.

Lindow (1983) estimated that ice formation in plant tissues could

occur at higher temperatures when Ps was present for ice nucleation

than when absent. However, not all bacterial cells in a population

have ice nucleation activity at any specific time or temperature

(Lindow et al., 1982b). Gross et al. (1984) reported that the

frequency of ice nucleation expression of Ps isolates taken from fruit

trees ranged from nearly every cell being active to less than one in

10,000.

Sule and Seemuller (1987) studied frost injury to sour cherry

leaves and observed that symptom development occurred only when Ps was
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present concurrently with ice formation, or inoculated shortly after

(within 20 min) ice formed in leaf intercellular spaces. They

reported that infection was not a direct result of low temperature but

of ice formation in the intercellular spaces and the presence of free

water on the leaf surface that allowed bacterial movement into the

tissues. They suggested that infection occurred as thawing ice in

leaf intercellular spaces permitted a passive ingress of bacteria

suspended in water drops. They concluded that the epiphytic Ps

population was not a limiting factor in the infection process, but

that other factors, such as moisture and ice, limited the ingress of

the pathogen into the leaf which controlled the rate of disease

progress.

Quite often economic impact of disease caused by Ps is difficult

to determine due to the nature of the pathogen. Ps is an

opportunistic pathogen residing as an epiphyte in juxtaposition until

trauma of any origin occurs to adjacent tissue. Then, under ideal

weather conditions, its population increases, it gains entry, and

begins colonization. This may follow such tissue trauma as frost

damage, winter injury, mechanical wounding, nutrient or water stress,

or injuries caused by pests and other disease causing organisms.

Where injuries are caused by other organisms, Ps then becomes a

secondary pathogen contributing to economic loss as one component of a

complex of interacting disease causing agents. Evaluation of any

single component in this situation is extremely difficult.

Disease Cycle. Disease of fruit trees caused by Ps were described by

Endert and Ritchie (1984) to be annually cyclic, alternating between
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canker stage in the fall, winter and early spring, a bud and blossom

blast stage in the spring and an innocuous foliar stage in the summer.

The origin of the reservoir of overwintering inoculum appeared to be

from two separate sources: primary host (diseased or symptomless tree

itself) and alternate host (variety of weeds and grasses).

Ps was shown to overwinter on bark, in active cankers, infected

buds and in apparently healthy tissue of stone fruits (Grosse, 1956;

English and Davis, 1960; Cameron, 1970; Roos and Hattingh, 1986b).

Crosse (1956) observed bacteria in xylem tissue sectioned from the

base of an infected spur and noted they were aggregated in clumps so

dense that individual rods could rarely be discerned. Cameron (1966,

1970) reported systemic infection of sweet cherry and pear by Ps and

Dowler and Weaver (1975) isolated the bacteria from internal peach

tree tissues. These studies documented the presence of Ps as an

endophyte inside symptomless and diseased trees. In recent studies, a

scanning electron microscope was used to illustrate entry of

inoculated bacteria into pome fruit vascular tissues (Mansvelt and

Hattingh 1987a, 1987b; Roos and Hattingh, 1987). Roos and Hattingh

(1987) also used a marked strain to monitor translocaticn from

internal tissues onto the leaf surface. These reports suggest the

possibility of a mobile, endophytic Ps population that can contribute

to the disease from an inoculum reservoir within the host.

The second source of inoculum has been shown to arise from

alternate hosts. Ps was reported as an epiphyte on a variety of weed

and grass hosts that were commonly found in orchards and nurseries

(Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978; Roos and Hattingh, 1986a; Baca and
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Moore, 1987). Malvick and Moore (1988b) demonstrated upward dispersal

of the bacteria from orchard cover grasses to trees.

Dispersal of bacterial inoculum was reported to occur by aerosols

and splashing water (Harrison, 1980; Lindemann et al., 1982; Hirano

and Upper, 1983). Cameron (1962a) suggested that rainsplash helped

move the bacteria between bud scales. Other reported methods of

bacterial dissemination included insects and man. Waissbluth and

Latorre (1978) isolated Ps floui two species of bees as well as from

drops of rain and dew.

Orchard management usually requires pruning and operating

equipment in the orchard. Since Ps is known to be both epiphyte and

endophyte and it can be isolated from symptomless tissues, prevention

of transporting infested plant material is impractical. However, the

use of a disinfectant on cutting equipment while pruning is

recommended to reduce the spread of Ps or other disease-causing

organisms.

The disease can be very destructive in the spring, as the

flush of new growth often coincides with low temperatures and high

rainfall. Bud and blossom expansion provides vulnerable tissue for

colonization by Ps concurrently with increasing epiphytic populations

of the bacterium. Rainfall and spring frosts occur in many areas of

the Pacific Northwest throughout the blossom period, and this

combination of events often leads to serious bud and blossom blight.

Following bloom and the onset of summer, temperatures increase,

rainfall decreases, and the epiphytic bacterial population declines,

usually below detectable levels (Gross et al., 1983).
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Fruit harvest in fall is often followed by a flush of growth on

trees after fruit is Leutoval. Lower fall temperatures and increased

rainfall can lead to a resurgence in the bacterial population. This

can result in canker activation, especially following the unavoidable

mechanical injury to the trees that accompanies harvest. The

continued low temperatures combined with decreasing day length in late

fall induces dormancy. If temperatures generally remain above

freezing at this time, as is common in fruit growing regions of the

Pacific Northwest, the bacteria gains an advantage. It can expand

canker margins without encountering a compartmentalized growth

response by the host.

Control Measures. Control of disease caused by Ps has been shown to

depend an a variety of approaches including frost protection,

avoidance, antagonistic organisms and chemical control. Previous

management for frost protection included physical warming of the air

surrounding sensitive tissue, air mixing, air drainage, and water

application to plant surfaces. Many fruit growers still rely on

portable heaters placed strategically throughout the orchard.

Typically, oil or a similar petroleum-based product was ignited to

heat the air within a tree canopy. A major drawback of this method

was the air pollution caused by burning petroleum products. Physical

air mixing methods such as stationary wind machines or helicopters

have gained popularity as growers have attempted to mix the inverted

cold air layer nearest the ground with the warmer air aloft during

radiation frosts.

Proper orchard site selection should consider, among other
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factors, micro-climate history of the site. A gentle slope with no

physical barriers to cold air drainage could be an ideal way to avoid

critical low temperatures. Water application to plant surfaces can

take advantage of the latent heat of fusion released when water

freezes and ice is formed. This heat release has been shown to warm

the plant surfaces covered by the ice-water mixture to 0 C (Lindow,

1983). Lindow (1983) reported that ice held at 0 C on the plant

surface did not penetrate and disrupt plant tissues. This mixture

remained near 0 C as long as water was applied continuously during the

entire period the air temperature was below 0 C.

Therein lies one of the major problems using this method of frost

control. Sprinkler irrigation of plants for frost control requires

large amounts of water. Rarely can the required amount be applied

continuously to the entire area of threatened plants during the

critical period. Another problem is accumulation of ice on plants

that can result in mechanical breakage of limbs. The presence of free

moisture on wounded plant tissue produces an ideal infection court for

Ps.

Avoidance is best described as separating the participating

components of disease such as pathogen, host, temperature and

moisture. Separation can be either spatial or temporal. An objective

of spatial separation would be to remove one or more of the components

from the vicinity of the others. An example of avoidance of disease

caused by Ps would be selection of an orchard site in a low rainfall

zone. Gross et al. (1983) discussed the apparent impact of rainfall

on Ps populations in the Hood River Valley and the Yakima Valley.
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They stated that annual rainfall in the Hood River Valley generally

exceeds 75 cm compared to less than 20 cm in the Yakima Valley. In

their survey, less than a third of the orchards in the Yakima Valley

had detectable Ps strains, whereas they were able to recover the

bacterium fLom samples of nearly 75% of the orchards in the Hood River

Valley. Also, the Ps populations in the Hood River Valley tended to

be 10-fold greater than those in orchards in the Yakima Valley. They

suggested that the higher Ps populations in the Hood. River Valley were

associated with higher moisture and lower temperatures during the

sampling periods.

A temporal example of avoidance is illustrated when management

practices that result in wounded tissue, such as pruning, are

conducted at an alternate time to reduce the risk of infection.

Outbreaks and spread of bacterial canker were often observed following

fall or late winter pruning (Dowler and Petersen, 1966; Otta and

English, 1970; Chandler and Daniell, 1976). At this time, the

bacterial population was high and trees were dormant and vulnerable as

described earlier. If pruning was shifted to summer when bacterial

populations were low and tree growth was active, then the bacterial

canker infections were reduced (Chandler and Daniell, 1976). However,

the timing of summer pruning should be selected to prevent negative

impact on fruit production.

Antagonism between epiphytic organisms can occur due to direct

competition for available space and nutrients, creation of an

unfavorable pH, or production of an antibiotic. An epiphyte

encounters a generally inhospitable environment in which to colonize.
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In nature, conditions of starvation generally exist along with rapid

fluctuations in relative humidity and temperature and potential

exposure to damaging ultraviolet radiation. Nevertheless, specialized

residents persist on plant surfaces, each of them competing similarly

for resources (Crosse, 1966). One population can exclude another by

colonizing first or by responding more rapidly to a release of

nutrients. Lin ow (1982a) reported suppressed Ps levels and less

frost injury following treatments by a bacterial antagonist that

rapidly colonized developing pear flowers following application at 20%

bloom.

Cody et al. (1987) inoculated fruit tree flower surfaces with a

bacterial strain antagonistic to Ps. They were able to maintain

antagonist populations of 104 to 106 colony forming units per gram

(cfu/g) fresh weight of flower tissue throughout bloom along with a

10- to 100- fold suppression of ice nucleation-active Ps. They did

not however, observe reductions in frost injury accompanying this

suppression.

A competitive edge for available resources can be ensured if an

organism can toxify its environment. One example is to acidify a

micro-niche on a leaf surface which creates an unfavorable environment

for other microbes. Erwinia herbicola was shown to create acid

conditions on plant foliage that inhibited the growth of E. amylovora

(Riggle and Klos, 1972). Cytospora cincta was reported to acidify

advancing margins of cankers inhibiting colonization by Ps (Endert-

Kirkpatrick and Ritchie, 1988).

Certain strains of Pseudomonads have been shown to produce
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bacteriocins, protein-containing substances that can inhibit growth of

the same or closely related species. Vidaver et al. (1972) reported

bacteriocins produced by Ps reduced growth of competitors on leaf

surfaces. DeVay and Strobel (1962) found that some isolates of Ps

produced a toxic substance, syringomycin, in culture that was

antibiotic to fungi and bacteria. Syringomycin also has been shown to

cause necrosis in host tissues as well ( DeVay et al., 1968).

Detection of syringomycin in plant tissue has not been reported,

however.

In comparison to other pesticides, few bactericides have been

developed since the era of antibiotics. In agriculture, two groups of

compounds, copper formulations and antibiotics, have been used to

control diseases caused by phytopathogenic prokaryotes. Copper has

been shown to have broad spectrum activity and, in combination with

sulfate, it was one of the earliest formulations developed for disease

control (Jones, 1982). This formulation of copper sulfate and lime,

developed by Millardet in 1882 for control of downy mildew of grape,

was called the Bordeaux mixture and it remains in use today.

Copper compounds were used for control of a wide range of plant

diseases caused by bacteria (Thomson et al., 1976; Bethell et al.,

1977; DuPlessis, 1983). The mechanism of action of copper was

shown to be its ability to replace cofactors of bacterial enzymes

or complex disruptively with carbohydrates and proteins (Jones, 1982).

Both inorganic and organic copper compounds, commonly known as 'fixed

coppers', have been used. However, problems with phytotoxicity have

caused growers to limit their use. Tests on leaves and blossoms of
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pear (Palazon et al., 1981) showed that most copper compounds were

phybotaxic to these tissues. They reported that the Bordeaux mixture

with lime neutralized much of the phytotoxicity and also that weather

influenced the degree of injury. Sprays followed by high temperatures

and no rainfall resulted in no injury to leaves, whereas sprays

followed by cold, wet weather caused leaf burning. Pear blossoms were

injured by all treatments (Palazon et al., 1981). Although effective

control of Pseudomonas spp. is obtained by copper compounds, their use

is limited to post-harvest, dormant, or delayed-dormant applications

because they cause leaf and blossom burning.

Streptomycin and oxytetracycline are the only antibiotics

currently used to control disease caused by phytopathogenic bacteria.

The mechanisms of action of both antibiotics were shown to be similar.

This activity involved inhibition of prokaryotic protein synthesis

(Wallace et al., 1979). Both antibiotics were found to bind to

protein of the 30S ribosomal subunit and inhibit polypeptide chain

elongation. Wallace et al. (1979) reported that this mechanism

allowed tetracyclines to block aminoacyl-tRNA binding to the subunit,

but the precise effect of streptomycin remained unclear. Palazon et

al. (1981) reported that antibiotics were not phytotcmic to pear

foliage and streptomycin was shown to be effective for control of Ps.

Evaluation of bactericides for control of Pseudomonas blight of

pears in the Hood River Valley over the last decade has shown

inconsistent control (R. A. Spotts, personal communication). Evidence

of resistance to streptomycin by Ps (Whitesides and Spotts, in

preparation) combined with evidence of a migratory endophytic Ps
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population (Roos and Hattingh, 1987, Whitesides and Spotts, in

preparation) could help explain the lack of effective control of pear

blast caused by Ps.

Other methods of chemical control include acidic sprays and

vector control. Sands and McIntyre (1977a, 1977b) used organic sprays

to reduce th pH on leaf surfaces to 4.5. This treatment resulted in

reduced leaf lesions caused by Ps and increased pear fruit yields. In

the absence of rain, they observed the lower pH existed up to 10 days.

Rainfall was expected to shift the pH back to normal ranges (pH 5.5)

on a pear leaf surface and shorten the duration of effect.

Insects have not been observed to be a major dispersal agent of

Ps but the bacterium was isolated from two species of pollinating bees

(Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978). It would be impractical to initiate

controls of pollenizing insects, especially in view of their role in

crop production and the ubiquitous nature of Ps.

Summary. Ps is a bacterium that causes a disease of pear and many

other hosts. It can be isolated readily from surfaces of leaves and

blossoms, margins of active cankers and vascular tissues of diseased

and symptomless trees. It has been reported in most fruit growing

regions of the world and appears to be most severe in regions with low

temperature and high rainfall in the spring and fall. Proper

taxonomic classification continues to be debated by taxonomists but

can be effectively achieved by a series of biochemical and

physiological tests, with increased precision obtained by DNA

homology, RFLP and restriction-fragment profile analyses. Ps has been

shown to be an epiphyte residing on the surface of foliage in position
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for an opportunity to invade succulent or injured tissues. When it

becomes a pathogen, symptoms are expressed as cankers, bud and blossom

blight, or less frequently as leaf and fruit lesions. The disease has

killed young trees and reduced fruit yields of mature trees. In

association with frost injury, the bacterium has caused millions of

dollars of economic losses each year.

The most severe stages of the disease have been reported to occur

in spring and fall. It is during these times that low temperatures

and high moisture enable populations of Ps to increase to high

levels. Control methods used to reduce the populations of the bacterium

are limited and have resulted in inconsistent effectiveness. A

combination of cultural and chemical controls should provide the best

hope of reducing the incidence of this disease.
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Abstract

Conditions were established for inducing pear blossom blast

caused by Pseudomonas syringae (Ps) on both attached and detached

shoots. The incidence of blossom blast was proportional to the log of

Ps population under optimal temperature, moisture and bloom

developmental stage. Highest incidence of infection followed

occurrence of a major exotherm in the presence of Ps suspended in

water drops on blossom tissues. An exotherm was detected inside ovary

tissue at temperatures ranging from -1.8 to -3.5 C. Wetness duration

following exotherm occurrence was less important than wetness during

the freeze event. Blossoms inoculated, then air-dried or removed from

low temperature treatment prior to occurrence of an exotherm, had a

low incidence of infection. The full bloom stage of blossom

development was more susceptible to blossom blast than either the open

cluster or tight cluster stages of development. Eight pear cultivars

were evaluated for susceptibility to blossom blast with the red

fruited cultivars less susceptible than the green ones.
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Introduction

Blossom blast on pear (Pyrus spp.) is caused by Pseudomonas

syringae van Hall (Ps) (Barker and Grove, 1914), an epiphytic

phytopathogenic bacterium (Crosse, 1959). The disease can cause

serious yield reductions under favorable climatic conditions in pear

growing regions throughout the world (McKeen, 1955; Dye, 1956;

Panagopoulos and Crosse, 1964a; Canino et al., 1974; Sands and

Kollas, 1974; Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1986). The most severe and

frequent expression of disease symptoms usually follows cool, wet

weather (Sands and Kollas, 1974; Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978;

Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1987c) which favors Ps population increases

(Gross et al., 1983).

The relationship between inoculum dose and incidence of disease

caused by epiphytic phytopathogenic bacteria has been shown in the

laboratory (Ercolani, 1973; Civerolo, 1975; Haas and Rotem, 1976).

However, similar precise relationships are difficult to determine in

the field (Hirano et al., 1982; Lindemann et al., 1984).

Ps is one of the most common ice nucleation-active bacteria (Maki

et al., 1974) and has been shown to increase frost injury to sensitive

plants (Klement, 1974; Arny et al, 1976; Weaver, 1978; Anderson et

al., 1982; Klement et al., 1984). High populations of Ps increase the

probability of ice nucleation activity (Lindow, 1982b; Gross et al.,

1984) during pear bloom. Although frost damage is often associated

with outbreaks of pear blossom blast, the disease also appears

following frost-free but cool, wet weather during bloom periods (Sands
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and Kollas, 1974; Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978).

Pre -bloom through post-bloom appear to be the critical

developmental stages of pear for sensitivity to frost injury

(Proebsting and Mills, 1978). There have been reports of preferential

cultivar susceptibility to blossom blast (Panagopoulos and Crosse,

1964a; Cancino et al., 1974; Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978). However,

observations of the disease in pear orchards in the Hood River Valley

suggest higher incidence of the disease occurs in low-lying, frost -

pocket sites regardless of the cultivar present.

A major difficulty in studying the epidemiology of this disease

is dependence upon and replication of appropriate climatic conditions

favoring symptom development. The purpose of this study was to

determine optimal temperature and moisture conditions that, in

combination with Ps population infection threshold, would provide

consistent development of pear blossom blast on attached and detached

shoots. Once these conditions were established, then the

susceptibility of bloom developmental stages and of pear cultivars

was evaluated.
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Materials and Methods

Bacterial strain characterization. Pseudomonas syringae (Ps) strain

API, isolated in the Hood River Valley, OR, from an Asian pear (Pyrus

pyrifolia), was used in all experiments. An antibiotic-resistant

(marked) Ps strain resistant to 100 ug/ml rifampicin (rif) and 150

ug/ml nalidixic acid (nal), Pss 2 -3RNH, (obtained from Dr. L.W. Moore,

Oregon State University) was also used. Both strains were pathogenic

to pear tissues. They were tested for fluorescence to UV light at 350

run when cultured on Pseudomonas Agar F (PAF) (Difco Laboratories,

Detroit, MI) medium for 48 hr at 21 C and for cytochrome oxidase

reaction (Kovacs, 1956) following 24 hr growth on nutrient agar (NA).

They were also subjected to the following determinative tests:

gelatin liquefaction (G) (Jones, 1971); aesculin hydrolysis (A)

(Sneath, 1956); tyrosinase activity CO (Crosse and Garrett, 1963);

and tartrate utilization (M) (Society of Amer. Bact., 1957).

Hypersensitivity response in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L. cv. Samsun

NN) (Klement et al., 1964) and pathogenicity on pear (Pyrus communis

L.) and sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.) fruitlets using a stab

inoculation technique from 48 hr cultures grown on NA also were

evaluated.

Ice nucleation activity of both strains at -5 and -9 C was

evaluated following 48 hr growth on PAF at 21 C. A suspension of

approx. 108 colony-forming units (cfu) per ml was used with four

replicates of ten 10-u1 drops placed onto paraffin-coated aluminum

foil boats floating on a 50:50, ethylene glycol:water refridgerated

bath. The number of drops that froze within 2 min were recorded.
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Irboculimi Preparation. Bacterial strains were stored in sterile

deionized water plus 0.02% glycerol at 5 C. To prepare inoculum,

strains were cultured on NA and incubated for 48 hr at 21 C. The

bacterial cells were suspended in sterile distilled water (SDW) and

adjusted to 0.3 ± 0.02 (X= 600 nm) on a Spectronic 20 colorimeter

(Bausch and Lomb Co, Rochester, NY) to achieve ca. 3 x 108 cfuirl.

This was confirmed by standard dilution plate assay. The desired

inoculum concentrations were then Obtainedtg diluting the assayed

suspension in SDW.

Plant Inoculations. Plant material was collected in the Hood River

Valley during bloom periods of 1988 and 1989. Shoots, with terminal

blossom clusters containing from five to 20 individual flowers,

(hereafter referred to as blossoms) were detached from 'Anjou' pear

trees, cut to approx. 30 cm lengths, then placed into 250 ml beakers

filled with 100 ml tap water. Inoculum suspensions and a SDW control

were then sprayed (at low velocity) over blossoms and leaves with a

hand-pump sprayer to run-off. All inoculations of plant materials in

the cold room were done at 18-21 C. After inoculation, a 3.79 liter

plastic bag was tightly sealed to the outside of each beaker enclosing

the blossom clusters to ensure high relative humidity (RH) within the

treated samples. The beakers were placed into cardboard fruit boxes

(5 to 6 per box) with lids to ensure more uniform temperature of the

plant material during low temperature treatment. The boxes were

placed into a 3 x 3 x 3 m3 cold storage room (at 6-8 0 for up to 2 hr

( inoculum application duration) prior to temperature reduction.
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Loa Temperature Treatment. Tissue temperature was reduced at a rate

of 1.0 ± 0.2 C/15 min until an exotherm was detected (Name et al.,

1972; Guarrmle, 1974; George et al., 1974). Detection of an exotherm

was shown to indicate ice formation within tissues (Modlibowska,

1962). Temperatures were monitored during each treatment using

copper-ccnstantan thermocouples placed at the following locations:

1) internal tissue by inserting thermocouples into ovaries, 2) air

temperature within bagged blossom clusters, 3) air temperature within

fruit boxes, and 4) air temperature within the cold room.

Temperatures at the first two locations were monitored for samples

treated with bacterial suspensions, samples treated with SDW, and

samples left untreated (dry tissue). Temperatures measured by

thermocouples at locations 3 and 4 were recorded during each

experiment regardless of treatment. A data logger (Campbell

Scientific, Model CR5, Logan, UT) was used to record temperatures at

varying intervals during each experiment. Once the exotherm was

detected at locations 1 and 2, the exotherm-inducing temperature was

held for 30 min, then temperature was increased at a rate of 2.0 ± 0.2

C/15 min until reaching 5 C. Samples were kept at 5.0 ± 0.2 C for up

to 16 hr, then the plastic bags were removed and samples were placed

at room temperature (18 to 23 C) for 3 to 5 days to allow for

development of symptoms.

Symptom Evaluation. Flowers within each blossom cluster were

evaluated individually for appearance of necrotic lesions on sepals,

receptacles, pedicels, and peduncles. Each ovary was cross-sectioned

and evaluated for brown streaking or necrosis of internal tissues.
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Tissues without surface lesions or internal discoloration were

recorded as being free of disease.

Re-isolation and Koch's Postulates. Post-treatment isolations of

internal tissues from representative samples inoculated with each

strain and SDW were made. Internal ovary tissues were sampled

following surface sterilization in 1.0% sodium hypochiorite for 5 min

and two rinses in SDW, then flamed after immersion in 85% ethanol.

Sections of the surface-sterilized ovary tissue were removed

aseptically and placed onto PAF amended with rifampicin (100 ug /mi)

and nalidixic acid (150 ug/ml) (PAF +RN) when the blossoms had been

inoculated with Pss2-3RNH, or PAF when the blossoms had been

inoculated with either APi or SDW.

Isolates that were recovered were tested for fluorescence and

cytochrome oxidase reaction. Isolates positive for fluorescence

and negative for cytochrome oxidase reaction (Ox-) were then compared

to strains Pss2-3RNH and AP1 for colony morphology, pigmentation and

growth rate, aryl for their response to the GATra determinative tests.

Selected isolates were then re-inoculated onto blossom clusters, given

low temperature treatment as described above, and re-evaluated for

symptom development after a 3 day incubation period at room

temperature.

Effect of inoculum dose on incidence of blossom blast. The effects of

Ps inoculum doses were evaluated on attached and detached shoots with

blossoms of 'Anjou' pear. For inoculation of attached shoots, single

scaffold limbs on mature trees were enclosed in portable cages

designed to allow controlled temperature treatments (Mellenthin and
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Bonney, 1972). Blossoms attached to the limbs were inoculated with

either SDW or four concentrations of strains API and Pss2-3RNH,

ranging from 2.4 x 102 to 5.5 x 108 (Table 1). Inoculated blossoms

were enclosed in plastic bags to maintain high RH, then wrapped in

aluminum foil to reduce temperature variability within and between

blossom clusters. Thermocouple placement in limb cages was similar

to cold storage trials and included: 1) in ovary tissue, 2) within

bagged blossom clusters, 3) outside plastic bag but inside aluminum

foil enclosure, and 4) various sites within the limb cage to monitor

air temperature. Four replicate limbs were enclosed in limb cages,

one limb per cage, for each experiment. This allowed a random block

experimental design blocked by limb cage. Each inoculum dose for both

strains was applied in each block (limb cage) to five blossom clusters

(replicates) attached to the limb. Temperature in the limb cages was

reduced at a rate of 1.0 ± 0.5 C/25 min until an exotherm was

detected, then the exotherm-inducing temperature was held for 30 min

prior to an increase in temperature at a rate of 2.0 + 0.5 C/20 min

until reaching 5 C. Samples were kept at 5.0 + 0.2 C for up to 16 hr,

then the foil and bags were removed aryl the samples equilibrated to

ambient air temperature for one week to allow for development of

symptoms. The limb cages were removed after one to two days following

low temperature treatment.

For treatment of detached shoots, blossom inoculations, low

temperature treatments, and symptom evaluations were conducted for

each inoculum dose of both strains, as described above. Each of the

five inoculum doses, ranging from 0 (SSW) to 4.1 x 108 cfu/ml



Table 1. Pseudomonas syringae strain inoculum dose and pre-freeze population on attached (limb
cage trials) and detached (cold roan trials) pear blossoms

Limb cage trials Cold roam trials

Inoculum dose Population on bossans
(log cfu/m1)a (log cfu /g)

Inoculum levels Population on bossorns
(log cfu/na)a (log cfu/g)p

Strain AP1 Strain AP1

8.51c 8.23 8.31 8.23
6.48 6.53 6.34 6.40
4.25 4.48 4.29 4.46
2.39 2.40 2.22 2.26
0.00d 1.26e 0.00d 1.23e

Strain Pss2-3RNH Strain Pss2-3RNH

8.55 8.71 8.41 8.48
6.71 6.60 6.46 6.35
4.71 4.57 4.32 4.58
2.24 2.37 2.32 2.30
0.00d 2.13e 0.00F1 1.37e

a. Inoculum suspensions applied to pear blossoms with a hand-pump sprayer at low velocity to run-off.
b. Mean of two replicates of a 10 blossom bulked sample from each inoculum dose were taken. Bulked

samples were vigorously washed for 60 min in sterile phosphate buffer, then diluted washings were
spread onto the surface of Pseudomonas agar F (PAF) plus cycloheximide (40 ug/ma) for strain AP1
and PAF plus rifampicin (rif) (100 ug/ml) and nalidixic acid (nal) (150 ug/ml) for strain
Pss2-3RNH, a spontaneous mutant to rif and nal at noted levels.

c. Inoculum levels were calculated following standard dilution plate assays.
d. Sterile, distilled water was applied as zero inoculum level control.
e. Background level of fluorescent, oxidase negative, GATT + bacteria.
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(Table 1) were applied to sample groups containing five replicates

(reps) of five shoots/beaker that were randomly placed into boxes in

the cold storage room as described above. The limb cage and cold room

experiments for both strains were done in 1988 and 1989.

Preliminary inoculum dose and population recovery trials had

revealed that background Ps peculation levels could be highly

variable, which could possibly result in a confounding additive effect

in dose /response evaluations. To determine combined Ps concentrations

( inoculum dose plus background population of Ps) prior to low

temperature treatment, two samples, 10 blossoms each, from each

inoculum dose of both strains in the limb cage and cold room

experiments were washed for 60 min on a rotary shaker (150 rpm) in

sterile phosphate buffer (Olson and Jones, 1983). A dilution series

of the wash was plated on PAF amended with cycloheximide (40 ug/m1)

for determination of epiphytic Ps per gram fresh weight. Fluorescent

isolates were tested for cytochrome oxidase reaction and given the

cwma tests to confirm identity as Ps.

Symptom evaluation on attached blossoms was done after one week.

An individual flower was scored positive for blossom blast if either

the entire flower was dead or there was any development of black,

necrotic lesions on any portion of the receptacle, pedicel or

peduncle. A negative score was given if the flower had no visible

lesions. Symptom evaluation of detached blossoms was done as

previously described.

Evaluation of wetness duration an blossom blast. Preliminary

experiments in our lab (unpublished) indicated that inoculated
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blossoms that had been either air-dried prior to low temperature

treatment or removed from low temperature treatment prior to exotherm

induction showed a lower incidence of blossom blast. We also

determined that wetness duration up to 36 hr post-freeze event

resulted in blossom injury equivalent to a wetness duration of 16 hr.

On the basis of these results, detached shoots with blossoms were used

to evaluate the influence of wetness duration, from 1 to 16 hr

following low temperature treatment, on symptom development. Strain

API was used at an inoculum dose of ca. 106 cfu /ml and this evaluation

was repeated twice in 1989. Shoots with blossoms were inoculated as

previously described, then all sample groups were bagged and given low

temperature treatment. Each sample group contained five reps of five

shoots/beaker that were randomly placed into the boxes in the cold

storage room. One sample group was removed from the treatment when

temperatures inside ovary tissue were -0.5 to -1.0 C. No exotherm was

observed in this group. Following the post- exotherm period of the

remaining treatment groups, temperature was increased to 8.0 + 0.2 C

at a rate of 2.0 + 0.2 C/15 min. Sample groups were de-bagged at 1,

4, 8, 12, and 16 hr and allowed to air-dry (approx. one hr). Subsets

of sample groups that were air-dried at 1 and 4 hr were re-wetted

after 16 hr and held for 24 hr at 5.0 + 0.1 C, then allowed to air-dry

again. After blossom tissues in all treatment groups were dry, they

were placed at 18-21 C for 3 to 5 days, then evaluated for development

of symptoms.

Bloom development stage susceptibility to blossom blast Detached

shoots with blossoms were used to evaluate the susceptibility of
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different bloom developmental stages of 'Anjou' pear to Ps. Shoots

were separated into groups and held at 5, 15, and 25 C to synchronize

bloom development into the three stages of tight cluster, open

cluster, and full bloom. Tight cluster was defined as the stage where

individual flower buds were distinguishable but enclosed by their

sepals with no noticeable separation. This stage restricted

penetration of the floral cluster by the inoculum. Open cluster was

defined as the stage where sepals had opened and white and pink - tipped

petals were visible. At this stage, pedicels have separated, which

permitted inoculum in and around the peduncle, pedicels and outer

surfaces of petals. Full bloom was defined as the stage where 90% of

the flowers had opened petals. This permitted inoculum to reach the

style, stigma, and inner surfaces of the petals and floral cup. After

two days, under the different temperature regimes, the blossom stages

were distinctly separate. These evaluations were done once in 1988

and 1989. Each sample group contained five reps of seven

shoots/beaker. They were inoculated with API at ca. 106 cfu /ml,

randomly placed into boxes, given low temperature treatment, and

evaluated for symptom development as described above.

Evaluation of pear cultivar susceptibility toblossomblalMt. Detached

shoots with blossoms were used to evaluate susceptibility of different

pear cultivars to Ps. Cultivars that were evaluated included:

'Bosc', 'Fore lle', 'Bartlett', 'Max Red', 'Anjou', 'Gebhart'

and 'Columbia'. All cultivars were not synchronous in bloom stage

development. Typically, 'Anjou' and 'Forelle' were the earliest to

bloom with 'Bosc' or 'Cornice' blooming latest. Approximately five
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days separated early and late blooming cultivars. To synchronize

bloom stage development between cultivars, shoots with blossoms were

collected from late blooming cultivars located on warm microclimate

sites and from early blooming varieties located on cool microclimate

sites. All samples were collected on the same day. Following

collection, cultivars were placed into temperature regimes of 5, 10,

15, or 20 C depending on their bloom stage. The more mature cultivars

were kept at cooler temperatures and the less mature cultivars were

kept at higher temperatures. Within two days, all cultivars were

synchronous in bloom stage development. Strain API was used at an

inoculum dose of at ca. 106 cfu/ml. These evaluations were done once

in each year, 1988 and 1989, and each sample group contained three

reps of five shoots/beaker, Plant inoculations, low temperature

treatment, and symptom evaluations were done as previously described.

Statistical Analysis. All experiments were conducted at least twice.

Replications are listed in the text and in the tables and figures.

Data were analyzed using ANDVA of arc sine-square root transformed

percentages of blasted blossoms relative to total blossoms treated.

Where significance occurred between treatment means (P < 0.01),

Fischer's Least Significant Difference comparisons were done. Data

on the evaluation of inoculum dose on the incidence of blossom blast

were also analyzed using ANOVA of log tranformed percentages. Data

from both analyses were fitted to a straight line using second order

polynomial regression. ANNA of a rarxiarn block design was used in

limb cage experiments to block for temperature variability between

limb cages.
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Results

Determinative Tests. Ps strains API and Pss2-3RNH fluoresced on PAF

under UV light, were cytochrome oxidase negative, positive for gelatin

liquefaction and aesculin hydrolysis and negative for tyrosinase

activity and tartrate utilization ovrra-0. Both strains induced a

hypersensitive reaction in tobacco leaves and were pathogenic on pear

and cherry fruitlets. Strain API induced a quicker hypersensitive and

pathogenic reaction in host tissues. It also produced larger lesions

on the fruitlets than did strain Pss2 -3RNH. Strain APi was ice

nucleation active at -5 and -9 C, whereas strain Pss2-3RNH was only

ice nucleation active at -9 C. Based on the results of these tests,

both isolates were classified as Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae.

Exotherm Occurrence. In both cold room and limb cage experiments, an

exotherm occurred at temperatures from -1.8 to -3.5 C in ovary tissues

of blossoms treated with both strains. The magnitude of exotherm

response ranged from temperature increases of 1.5 to 2.6 C. An

exotherm of less magnitude, from 0.7 to 1.6 C, was also detected in

the air temperature among blossoms enclosed by the plastic bags. This

exotherm occurred within the same temperature range observed for ovary

tissues. Air temperature reached -6.0, -9.0, -4.9 and -6.0 C within

the boxes, in the cold room, beneath the aluminum foil wrap and in the

limb cage, respectively. An exotherm was not detected at these four

locations.

Symptom Development. Initial symptom development was observed after

two days incubation at 21 C for tissues inoculated with strain APi and

after three days for tissues inoculated with Pss2 -3RNH. Small brown-
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to-black lesions appeared in the calyx cup and on sepals. In three to

five days, these lesions enlarged and coalesced, blackening portions

of styles and stamens and often the entire floral receptacle and

pedicel. Less frequently the necrosis coalesced and spread down the

peduncle and into the spur. Lesions also were Observed an leaves

adjacent to the flowers. Brown- to-black streaks and discoloration

were Observed in cross-sections of necrotic ovary tissues. Infected

petals usually turned brown, then abscised, leaving a blasted cluster

of petal-less floral trusses.

The blasted tissues dried in five to eight days and the tissues

associated with the larger lesions on the ovaries became sunken and

wrinkled. The blasted floral trusses and leaves usually remained

attached to the spur unless disturbed. Symptom expression on flowers

was similar for each strain and on those blossoms inoculated with SDW

that showed symptoms.

Re- isolation and Koch's Postulates. No Ps was detected from internal

ovary tissues of symptomless samples inoculated with SDW, but Ps was

isolated from 13% (4/30) of necrotic ovaries inoculated with SDW.

Isolates able to grow on either PAF or PAF+RN were found in 13%

(16/120) of symptomless ovaries and 56% (67/120) of necrotic ovaries

inoculated with Pss2 -3RNH. Isolates able to grow on PAF but not

PAF+RN were found in 34% (41/120) and 69% (83/120) of symptomless and

necrotic ovaries, respectively, of blossoms inoculated with AP1.

Effect of inoculum dose on incidence of blossom blast. Ps inoculum

doses were serially diluted from the highest level (apprac. 108

cfu /ml) to achieve inoculum dose increments of two magnitudes. These
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inoculum dose levels are listed as log10 values in Table 1. Because

an evaluation of a dose/response was conducted, quantification of the

total Ps population prior to low temperature treatment was critical.

Inoculation with SDW delivered no viable Ps to the tissues but in all

samples evaluated, a background Ps population existed (Table 1).

Background populations of epiphytic Ps on sampled 'Anjou' blossoms

ranged from below detectable levels to 4.9 x 104 cfu/g fresh VA4

during the bloom periods of 1988 and 1989. No background level of Ps

resistant to rifampicin (100 ug/ml) and nalidixic acid (150 ug/ml) was

detectable from inoculated blossom samples.

The variation of background epiphytic Ps populations increased

the difficulty of achieving consistent Ps population levels between

experiments and precision within an experiment. However, within the

population ranges tested, a quadratic relationship was observable

between the percentage of blossom blast and inoculum population for

both the attached (limb cage trials) and detached (cold room trials)

pear blossoms for strain Pss2-3RNH 1) and strain API (Fig. 2).

There was a significant difference in blossom damage between each

inoculum level for both strains tested in the limb cage and cold room

trials. Both trials were replicated over two years, 1988 and 1989,

and in the analysis of limb cage trials there was a significant

difference at P = 0.06 between years. This could have been due to the

influences of the temperature outside the limb cages and/or amount of

direct sunlight during the treatment periods. Outside temperatures

ranged from 42 to 45 C in 1988 and from 48 to 52 C in 1989 and it was

overcast in 1988 and partly sunny in 1989. Outside temperature and
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Fig. 1. Second order polynomial regression of pear blossom blast on

log10 inoculum levels of Pseudomonas syringae strain Pss2-3RNH. Each

point is the mean percentage of blasted blossoms on 80 shoots from an

experiment replicated twice. Brackets indicate standard error.

Y = -8.5 + 7.4x + 1.7x2, R2 = 0.987 for detached shoots (DE-SHOOTS)

and Y = -10.5 + 10.1x + 1.4x2, R2 = 0.989 for attached shoots (AT-

SHOUTS)
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Fig. 2. Second order polynomial regression of pear blossom blast on

log10 inoculum levels of Pseudomonas syringae strain API. Each point

is the mean percentage of blasted blossoms on 80 shoots from an

experiment replicated twice. Brackets indicate standard error.

Y = -7.9 + 7.9x + 2.2x2, R2 = 0.993 for detached shoots (DE-SHOOTS)

and Y = -15.1 + 23.1x - 0.45x2, R2 = 0.982 for attached shoots (AT-

SHOOTS) .
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amount of direct sunlight affected the rate at which temperatures

could be decreased inside each limb cage. Once the trial was underway

in 1989, it became apparent that the rates of temperature decrease

achieved in 1988 could not be matched, so the limb cages had to be

covered with shading material. But, once the shading material covered

the limb cages to minimize the greenhouse effect inside the cage, the

rates of temperature decrease inside the cages for the 1989 trials

were comparable to the rates of temperature decrease inside the cages

for the 1988 trials.

Analysis by second-order polynomial regression of arc-sine Arr

transformed treatment means of blasted blossoms on inoculum level

resulted in R2 values of 0.987 and 0.989 for strain Pss2-3RNH and

0.982 and 0.993 for strain APi in limb cage and cold room trials,

respectively (Figs. 1 and 2).

Symptom development on tissues inoculated with all doses of

strain APi or the two highest doses of strain Pss2-3RNH was visible

after incubation for two days, and after three days for the two lower

doses of Pss2-3RNH or for tissues inoculated with SDW that developed

symptoms. There were more numerous and larger-sized lesions on

tissues inoculated with strain APi than on comparable inoculum doses

of strain Pss2 -3RNH. Symptoms developed more slowly on treated

blossoms in the limb cage trials than on those in the cold room

trials, possibly due to differing temperatures during incubation

periods. Following cold room treatments, the samples were incubated

at 18 to 22 C, whereas the limb cage treatments were incubated at

ambient outdoor temperatures that ranged from 5 to 18 C.
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Temperature variability between the limb cages in a single trial

resulted in asynchronous exotherm occurrence of up to 10 min in one

case. In each limb cage following exotherm occurrence, the exotherm-

inducing temperature was held for 30 min, then the temperature was

increased at the same rate described earlier, although the times were

slightly asynchronous between cages.

Evaluation of wetness duration on incidence of blossom blast. A

sample group of inoculated, wet blossoms were removed in the early

stages of low temperature treatment when internal ovary temperatures

ranged from -0.5 to -1.0 C and air temperatures within the boxes

ranged from -3.5 to -4.8 C. An exotherm was not detected at these

temperatures. A significant reduction in blossom blast was observed

for this sample in which no detectable ice formation occurred and for

the sample group that was air-dried prior to low temperature treatment

(Fig. 3). Internal ovary temperature increases and decreases lagged

behind changes in air temperature. Treatment means are shown in

Fig. 3. Although significant differences were indicated among

wetness durations from 1 hr to 16 hr, they were much less in magnitude

than the differences between the groups with low incidence of blossom

blast and those with a significantly higher incidence of blossom

blast. The incidence of blossom blast was higher for the sample

groups inoculated with SDW (control groups) that remained wet during

the freeze event than for the inoculated, then air-dried, and no-

freeze sample groups. Enclosure of blossoms in plastic bags

effectively maintained high RH as determined by visible condensation

on the inner surface of bags and visible water on the plant surfaces.
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Fig. 3. Incidence of pear blossom blast as affected by freezing event

and wetness duration. Detached 'Anjou' blossoms were inoculated in

full bloom with Pseudomonas syringae strain An (aPprox 106 cfu /ml)

and sterile distilled water as control. Treatments included:

blossoms inoculated then air -dried prior to freeze event (DRY),

inoculated wet blossoms removed at -1.0 C (no exotherm detected) OA-

F), and inoculated wet blossoms given low temperature treatment to

exotherm occurrence then air-dried following 1, 4, 8, 12, and 16 hr

wetness duration. Each point is the mean percentage of blasted

blossoms on 50 shoots from an experiment replicated twice. Brackets

indicate standard error.
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Evaluation of bloom development stage to blossom blast. Each bloom

stage that was evaluated was significantly different from the others

in susceptibility to blossom blast (Fig. 4). The full bloom stage of

blossom development was most susceptible and the tight cluster stage

was least susceptible. The difference in susceptibility between the

full bloom stage mean (59%) was at least six-fold greater in magnitude

than the difference between both open cluster stage and tight cluster

stage means (16% and 9.5%, respectively).

Expression and rate of symptom development differed between bloom

stages. Lesion development on the tight arx1 open cluster stages

appeared more limited to the sepals, outer receptacle, pedicel and

peduncle, yet internal ovary necrosis and lesions on the inner floral

structures became visible as the blossoms continued to develop during

the three to five day incubation period at 21 C. Lesions were visible

on all floral structures of blasted blossoms in the full bloom stage

after two to three days of incubation.

Evaluation of cultivar susceptibility to blossom blast. Green

fruiting pear cultivars including 'Bosc', 'Anjou', 'Cornice' and

'Bartlett' had a significantly higher incidence of blossom blast than

did the red fruiting pear cultivars 'Gebhart', 'Columbia' and 'Max

Red' (Fig. 5). 'Fore lle', a green fruiting pear, had intermediate

susceptibility relative to the others. 'Fore lle' blossoms were

collected from a 60-year-old tree that produces limited shoot growth

each year, whereas all other blossoms were collected from younger,

more vigorous trees.

Background levels of Ps population were highly variable between
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Fig. 4. Incidence of blossom blast in three bloom developmental

stages of 'Anjou' pear inoculated with Pseudomonas syringae strain API

(approx 106 cfu/ral) and sterile distilled water as control. Bars

represent mean percentage of blasted blossoms on 70 shoots from an

experiment replicated twice. T-bars indicate standard error.

A different letter above each bar indicates significance at P < 0.01.
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Fig. 5. Incidence of blossom blast in eight pear cultivars inoculated

with Pseudomonas syringae strain AP1 (approx 106 cfuhria) and sterile

distilled water as control. Cultivars included were: TblImibia'

(COLUM), 'Max Red' (R BART), 'Gebhart' (GEBH), 'Fore lle' (FOREL), and

'Bartlett' (13/Ma). Bars represent mean percentage of blasted blossoms

on 30 shoots from an experiment replicated twice. T-bars indicate

standard error. A different letter above each bar indicates

significance at P < 0.01.
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the cultivars in the same year and between years. For example, the Ps

background level on 'Cc3mice' was 2.3 x 102 and 3.7 x 105 cfu/g fresh

wt. for years 1988 and 1989, respectively. The percentage of blossoms

blasted was 71% and 30% in 1988 and 100% and 53% in 1989 for blossoms

inoculated with strain APi and SDW, respectively. The adjusted

treatment means shown in Fig. 6 were an attempt to compensate for this

variability. They result from subtracting percent blossom blast in

inoculated sample groups (inoculated with APi at ca. 106 cfu/ml) from

percent blossom blast in control sample groups (inoculated with SDW)

of the same cultivar. This adjustment resulted in changing the

relative susceptibility rankings of cultivars IGebhart' and 'Cornice'

but the general trend of cultivar susceptibility remained the same.

The green fruiting cultivars appeared to be more susceptible to

blossom blast than did the red fruiting cultivars. Expression and

development of symptoms was similar for all cultivars.
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Fig. 6. Adjusted incidence of blossom blast in eight pear cultivars

inoculated with Pseudomonas syringae strain API (apprcac 106 cfuhra).

The adjustment was done by subtracting percentage blossom blast

incurred in control treatments in each cultivar from its respective

percentage blossom blast incurred in incculated treatments. The

adjusted values indicate relative blossom blast between cultivars

minus the increased injury caused by variable resident background

populations of Pseudcrronas syringae.
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Discussion

The more rapid and severe symptom development on blossoms

inoculated with strain API compared to blossoms inoculated with strain

Pss2 -3RMi agrees with the Observed responses induced by the two

strains on tobacco leaves (hypersensitivity response) and pear and

cherry fruitlets (pathogenic response). These results suggest that

strain API is more virulent than strain Pss2-3RNH and confirms

observations by Endert and Ritchie (1984) who suggested that the

extent of lesion development was related to relative level of

virulence of the bacterium.

Results of these experiments indicate that blossom blast on

attached and detached pear shoots can be induced consistently with

appropriate temperature and moisture in combination with the

appropriate stage of bloom development. The results also suggest

that the incidence of blossom blast is proportional to the log of Ps

population.

The amount of frost injury to a plant has been shown to increase

directly with the log of the population of ice nucleation-active

(IN51-0 bacteria on that plant (Landow et al., 1978b). The present

study confirms this observation. In this study and that of Lindow et

al. (1978b), induction of frost injury was critical for quantitatively

relating the population size of the epiphytic pathogen to disease

incidence. In the absence of frost injury, Liaiemann et al. (1984)

determined that a minimum effective dose, or "infection threshold ",

of Ps was necessary to incite brown spot of bean. The occurrence of

disease on pear caused by Ps during frost-free but cool, wet weather
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may be influenced by a similar infection threshold. Further studies

using the techniques developed in these experiments could help us

better understand the relationship between frost injury, Ps population

and infection thresholds. For example, a quantitative study of Ps

populations on dry, no-freeze, or wet sample groups during a freeze,

similar to treatments in the wetness duration evaluation of the

present study, is warranted.

The results of the present study and of Lindow et al. (1978b)

suggest that a decrease in numbers of INA+ bacteria should result in a

reduction of frost-related injury such as blossom blast. Lindow

(1983) reported reduced frost injury to immature 'Bartlett' fruitlets

on bactericide-treated plants exposed to a -3.0 C frost. In contrast,

Proebsting and Gross (1988) were unable to detect differences in

flower mortality between low and high inoculum treatments of INA+ Ps

under natural frost conditions with air temperatures reaching -2.5 to

-4.0 C. In the present study, air temperatures reached levels much

lower than reported by Lindow (1983) or Proebsting and Gross (1988),

but tissues were buffered by enclosures against extreme air

temperatures.

At least two factors may account for frost injury relative to

temperature: 1) recorded temperatures may not detect microclimates,

therefore they may not represent actual temperatures throughout all

treatment locations, and 2) tissue developmental stages may not be

similar within the treatment population, thereby preventing direct

comparison. Air temperatures vary within a tree canopy and between

trees at an orchard site. Also, the rates of air temperature decrease
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and increase can vary in radiation frosts. Variability of air

temperature also exists, usually to a lesser degree, in controlled

environments.

Sule and Seemuller (1987) suggested that infection was not due

to low temperature, but rather to ice formation in tissue. They

stated that the epiphytic population of the pathogen was not a

limiting factor in the infection process. Instead, such factors as

moisture and ice, which limit the ingress of the pathogen into the

tissue, seemed to control the rate of disease progress. They did

observe however, that INA+ strains induced freezing slightly above the

temperature (0.5-0.8 C) required for INA- strains. This phenomenon,

they described, would exclude air and decompress the solid matter of

the tissue, whereupon the thawing process permits a passive ingress of

bacteria suspended in water drops.

Panagopoulos and Crosse (1964b) successfully caused blossom

injury by freezing blossom tissues followed by inoculation with Ps,

then enclosing the blossoms in plastic bags. They were unaware of

the influence of Ps as an ice nucleation agent but apparently placed

the inoculum onto ice-injured tissues promptly enough for the bacteria

to gain entry and cause infection. They also believed incidence of

infection on blossoms sprayed with SDW was related to large natural

populations of Ps.

The critical factors influencing infection leading to symptom

development appear to be occurrence of an exotherm and the presence of

bacteria in available free water during the thaw process. Ecotherm

occurrence at representative locations, rather than exposure to a
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range of low air temperatures of varying durations, could more

accurately indicate treatment effects on frost injury. It could also

offset variations in INA+ populations between treatments. Variable

INA+ Ps population levels potentially affect the temperature at which

ice formation occurs and subsequent infection by the pathogen.

Proebsting and Mills (1978) reported that the temperature at

which freeze injury is likely to occur (critical temperature) varies

for pear and other deciduous fruits with the stage of bud development.

They observed that a greater mass of fresh tissue, such as present at

full bloom in comparison to tight cluster, generates a greater heat

release of fusion during freezing such that the tissue temperature can

lag considerably-behind air temperature unless rate of air temperature

decline is very slow. In the present study, a higher incidence of

blossom blast occurred at full bloom when petals were open to expose

floral structures, including the floral cup, to inoculum. Ps is

thought to enter nectariferous tissues (Huang, 1986; Hattingh et al.,

1989) in the floral cup of pear or through the bases of damaged

trichomes rather than through stomata (Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1987a).

Immature, frost sensitive pear tissues are densely covered with

trichomes, whereas the surfaces of mature tissues have fewer

trichomes. The greater the amount of fresh tissue present during a

freezing event, the more potential for frost injury.

The frequency of disease incidence and the development of

infection has been reported to differ between pear cultivars.

Panagopoulos and Crosse (1964a) reported that 'Winter Nelis',

'Josephine de Maines', and 'Beurre Superfin' were susceptible to a
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rapid spread of infection down the receptacle and into the pedicel.

Waissbluth and Latorre (1978) stated that orchard-wide blossom blast

resulted in no yields in several orchards of 'Packham's Triumph',

'Winter Nelis', and 'Bartlett'. Cancino et al. (1974) Observed the

disease was especially destructive to 'Packhom's Triumph', 'Anjou' and

'Bartlett'. Our results indicate significant differences, under the

same test conditions, between the red fruiting cultivars and the green

fruiting cultivars. Interestingly, a general observational comparison

between the green and red fruiting cultivars suggested that the green

fruiting cultivars are more vigorous. Future experimental comparisons

between cultivars should include growth comparison parameters such as

terminal shoot growth rate, rootstock, and/or tree age to evaluate the

possible contribution of variable growth rate to blossom blast

susceptibility. Also, the high variability of background Ps

populations and its apparent influence on blossom blast between

cultivars and years suggests this comparison of cultivar

susceptibility should be continued for several additional years before

a cultivar susceptibility ranking is attempted.
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Abstract

Internal stem and root tissues of pear trees were sampled for

presence of Pseadamonas syringae (Ps) at seven orchard sites in

Oregon. Endophytic Ps were found in 76% (52/68) of the trees with 81%

(191/235) of the fluorescent (F +) isolates negative for cytochrome

axidase reaction (Ox -). A total of 159 and 32 Fi-Ox- isolates were

found in root and stern tissues, respectively. A heterogeneous

endcphytic Ps population exists based on variable results following

phenotypic characterization tests including ice nucleation ability,

hypersensitive response induction, pathogenicity and resistance to

bactericides. Visual evaluation of DNA restriction-fragment profile

analysis resulted in similar profiles between isolates recovered from

tissue segments from separate locations within the same tree as

well as dissimilar profiles between isolates taken from the same

tissue segments. Sensitivity to antibiotics was significantly

different (P < 0.05) between concentrations tested, between

streptomycin and axytetracycline, and between epiphytic and
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endcphytic isolates. Sensitivity to copper sulfate was similar

between epiphytic and erxiophytic isolates but significantly

different (P < 0.05) between concentrations tested. Ps inoculations

into root and stem tissues of potted trees resulted in limited,

detectable bacterial movement up to 3.0 cm in stems and no

detectable movement above the crown from root inoculations.
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Introduction

Blasted blossoms and buds, shoot-tip dieback and stem cankers are

common disease symptoms on pear (pyrus communis L.) caused by

Pseudomonas syringae van Hall (Ps) (McKeen, 1955; Cameron, 1962b;

Panagopoulos and Crosse, 1964a). The sources of inoculum for this

epiphytic phytopathogenic bacterium include surfaces of symptomless

and diseased trees (Gross et al., 1983; Gross et al., 1984; Waissbluth

and Latorre, 1978; Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1986) and surfaces of weeds

commonly found as orchard cover (Waissbluth and Latorre, 1978; Latorre

and Jones, 1979; Roos and Hattingh, 1986a; Malvick and Moore, 1988a).

The bacterium also has been isolated by aseptically sampling internal

pear tissues (Cameron, 1966; Mansvelt and Hattingh, 1987c).

Blossom blast infection has been reported to initiate at external

surface lesions on nectariferous tissues, then progress to the inner

tissues (Huang, 1986). Recent scanning electron microscope studies

provided evidence that Ps penetrated into different tissue types at

diverse locations where it became an opportunistic resident, in

position to incite disease upon injury or stress to the host (Mansvelt

and Hattingh, 1987a, 1987b).

The existence of a systemic population of Ps has been suggested

as the primary reason why protective bactericidal sprays have provided

poor control of bacterial canker (Cameron, 1966). Another possible

explanation of poor chemical control of the disease is tolerance by

the bacterium to field-applied concentrations of bactericidal

compounds (Dye, 1956; Andersen and Liniow, 1986; Sundin et al., 1989).
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A comparison of genomic fingerprints derived from restriction

endonuclease analysis of total cellular DNA has been used for

bacterial strain identification (Drahos et al., 1985; Hartung and

Civerolo, 1987) and to compare isolates of Ps (Malvick and Moore,

1988b).

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the frequency-and

distribution of endophytic Ps in pear and to compare characteristics

of endophytic and epiphytic isolates. Comparative tests included ice

nucleation ability, ability to trigger a hypersensitive response in

tobacco, pathogenicity to pear and cherry fruitlets, resistance to

antibiotic compounds and genomic fingerprints using DNA restriction-

fragment profile analysis. Also investigated was the internal

mobility of Ps isolates inoculated into root and stem tissues.
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Materials and Methods

Sampling and isolation from trees. Samples from internal tissues of

68 trees were taken during the periods of October to March, 1987-88

and 1988-89 from one orchard in Medford and six orchards in Hood River

Valley, OR Stem segments 12-20 cm in length from 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-

year -old wood and similar length root segments up to 4.5 cm diameter

were surface sterilized by soaking in 1.0% sodium hypochlorite for 30

min, rinsed twice in sterile distilled water (smo, then flamed after

immersion in 95% ethanol. The ends of each section (2 cm lengths) and

the outer phloem tissue were aseptically removed to avoid epiphytic

contaminants and the influences of sterilant penetration.

Three extraction methods were evaluated for sampling internal

tissues: water-displacement, disk-sectioning, and tissue maceration.

A water-displacement procedure was used for Obtaining vascular fluids

from xylem tissues (Bennett et al., 1927). SDW colored with 0.5% acid

fuchsin stain was forced acrcpetally at 0.1 MPa through stem and root

segments using a pressure chamber (Goodman et al., 1987). Fluid was

collected at the apical end with a sterile pipette until the colored

SDW appeared. The SDW plus acid fuchsin mixture was found to have no

deleterious effect on survival and growth of Ps isolates. The

vascular fluid was spread onto Pseudamonas agar F (Difco Laboratories,

Detroit, MI) amended with 40 ug/ml cycloheximide (PAM to inhibit

fungal contaminants and incubated for 3 days at 21 C.

After tree segments were sampled by water-displacement, they were

then destructively sampled by cutting into 2-5 mm wide disks that were
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either placed directly onto the surface of PAFC and incubated for 3

days at 21 C, or macerated using a Wiley Mill. Macerated tissues were

collected in a sterile test tube containing 10 ml of SDW, soaked for

2, 6, or 16 hr, then 0.1 ml of the suspension was spread onto the

surface of PAFC, two replicates per sample, and incubated as described

above. At least three sections of each age stem and six root sections

were sampled for each tree. The extraction comparison of the three

methods was conducted on five trees.

Samples of epiphytic Ps were collected from leaves and blossoms

of pear trees at the seven orchard sites described above and from

three additional orchard sites, one in Oregon and two in Washington.

The Oregon site had no known bactericide applications for at least

nine years and the two Washington sites had at least 14 applications

of streptomycin and two applications of copper the previous year.

Leaves and blossoms were randomly collected at head height and

were combined to produce each tissue sample. Tissue was bulked into

apprcx. 20 g samples that were washed for 60 min on a rotary shaker at

150 rpm in 600 ml beakers containing approx. 100 ml sterile phosphate

buffer (Olson and Jones, 1983). A dilution series of the wash was

placed onto the surface of PAFC and incubated for 3 days at 21 C.

Following incubation periods for all samples, plates were examined

under UV light at 350 nm for presence of fluorescing w-lo bacterial

colonies. All F+ isolates were purified by subculturing individual

colonies three times and stored in SDW with 0.02$ glycerol at 5 C.

Bacterial isolate characterization. Purified F+ isolates were

cultured on nutrient agar (NA) for 24 hr at 21 C then tested for
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cytochrome axidase reaction (Kovacs, 1956), gelatin liquefaction (G)

(James, 1971), aesculin hydrolysis (A) (aleath, 1956), tyrosinase

activity CO (Crosse and Garrett, 1963), and tartrate utilization MO

(Society of Amer. Bact., 1957). Hypersensitivity response (HR) in

tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L. cv. Samsun NN) (Klement et al., 1964)

and pathogenicity on pear and sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.) fruitlets

using a stab inoculation technique (Gross et al., 1984) were evaluated

using isolates grown for 48 hr on PAF at 21 C.

Ice nucleation activity at -5 and -9 C of all isolates was

evaluated using 48-hr-old cultures grown on PAF at 21 C. A suspension

of approx. 108 colony forming units (cfu) per ml was used with four

replicates of ten 10-u1 drops placed onto paraffin-coated aluminum

foil boats floating on a 50:50, ethylene glycol:water refridgerated

bath. The number of drops that froze within 2 min were recorded.

DNA restriction- fragment profile analysis. Twenty-four endophytic,

eight epiphytic and five reference isolates of Ps were used for DNA

restriction- fragment profile analysis (DNA profile). This included

DNA profile comparisons of isolates taken from both root and stem

tissues of the same tree (five trees) and comparisons of endophytic

and epiphytic isolates from the same tree (two trees). DNA profile

comparisons also were made of selected isolates recovered from root

and stem inoculations.

Pure cultures were grown in King's medium B (King et al., 1954)

broth and incubated on a rotary shaker at 150 rpm and 28-30 C for

approx. 16 hr. Five ml of bacterial suspension was placed into 25 ml

screw-capped Corex tubes and centrifuged at 8000 g for 10 min at 4 C
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(Beckman J2 -21, Beckman Instruments, Inc, Palo Alto, CA). Pelleted

cells were wash-suspended in 10 ml of bti (150 mM NaC1, 10 mM Tris-HC1

pH 8.0, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid a1)970) buffer, then

centrifuged at 8000 g for 10 min at 20 C and re-suspended in 4.5 ml

SET. Twenty-five ul Proteinase K (Bethesda Research Laboratories,

Gaithersburg, MD (BRL)) (20 ug/ml) and 0.5 ml 10% sodium dodecyl

sulfate were added, mixed by inversion, then incubated at 42 C for 60

min. Following incubation, 0.9 ml 5M NaC1 was added and mixed well

until the precipitate dissolved. After complete dissolution, 0.65 ml

10% hexadecyltrimethylammombim bromide in 0.7M NaC1 was added, mixed

by inversion, then incubated for 20 min at 65 C.

Nucleic acids were extracted in a 3-step process using

chloroform, phenol/chloroform (1:1 ratio), and chloroform. At each

step the reagent is added and the mixture is vigorously agitated then

centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 min at 20 C. The aqueous phase (top

phase) is removed by pipette and placed into a sterile, clean test

tube for the next step. After final extraction, the nucleic acids

were precipitated with isopropanol, then transferred to sterile

Eppendorf tubes for a 95% ethanol wash. Finally, excess ethanol was

decanted and the precipitated nucleic acids were dried at 21 C for 15

min, then re- dissolved in 300-400 ul TE (10mM Tris-HC1, 1mM EDTA, pH

8.0) buffer. Approximately 15-20 ul of each DNA preparation was

digested with 15-25 units of EcoRI (BRL) at 37 C for 3 hr. Ten ug of

RNase A (Sigma Chemical Co, St. Louis, MO) was added 10 min before

the end of the digestion period. Digestion was terminated by adding

0.15M EDTA (pH 7.5).
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The digested samples were electrophoresed, stained, and

photographed as described by Maniatus et al. (1982). Electrophoresis

was done at 4 V/cm for 0.25 hr, then 2 V/cm for 13.75 hr in 5 mm-thick

gels prepared with 0.6% agarose. Hind III digested lambda DNA (131W

was loaded into each gel as a DNA profile standard. Banding patterns

in the DNA profiles were compared visually.

Assays for antibiotic resistance. Purified isolates were tested for

resistance to streptomycin and oxytetracycline by spreading evenly 0.1

ml of suspensions containing approc. 106 cfu/ma onto Pseudomonas agar

F (PAF). After the surface moisture had dried, sterile blank Bacto

concentration disks (1/4 ", Difco Laboratories) were dipped in

solutions of streptomycin sulfate (Agri-mycin 17, Pfizer Inc., New

York, NY) or oxytetracycline (Mycoshield, Pfizer Inc.) containing

50, 100, 250, and 500 ug/ml, blotted to remove excess moisture, then

placed equidistant apart on the surface of the PAF. Plates were

incubated at 22 C and evaluated after 3 days for diameter of

inhibition zones. Three replicate plates of each antibiotic

concentration were evaluated for each isolate.

Copper sensitivity of isolates was determined by spotting

three 10 ul drops of a bacterial suspension of each isolate

(appmc. 106 cfu /ml) onto casitone-yeast extract-glycerol medium

=Bo (Zevenhuizen et al., 1979) amended with cupric sulfate

concentrations of 40, 80, 160, and 320 ug /mi and the pH adjusted to

6.0 before autoclaving. Plates were incubated for 3 days at 21 C,

then the presence or absence of growth was determined. Three

replicates of each cupric sulfate treatment were included for each
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isolate.

Systemic inovemeintof root inoculated Ps strains. Preliminary

experiments conducted in our laboratory (unpublished) indicated less

restricted bacterial mobility in root vascular tissues then in stem

vascular tissues. Also, a decreased resistance to vascular mobility

of inoculated Ps with increased age of stem tissue was Observed. On

the basis of these preliminary results, experiments were designed to

evaluate bacterial translocation following root and stem inoculations.

'Bartlett' seedlings potted in a 4:4:1 ratio of sand :peat :perlite

were removed from pots and medium and their roots gently washed in tap

water. The entire root system was then immersed into a bacterial

suspension for 30 hr at 20 C. Bacterial suspensions of Ps strains

W4N54 (Obtained flout D. C. Gross, Washington State Univ.) and Mc2xa

(Obtained from Hood River Valley), epiphytic and endophytic strains,

respectively, were prepared at approx. 108 cfu/ml (A600 was 0.3 + 0.02

on a Spectronic 20 colorimeter, Bausch and Lomb Co., Rochester, NY).

SDW was used as the control treatment. Following the treatment

period, the seedlings were re-potted into the same medium and placed

into a greenhouse at 22 C and 65% relative humidity under a 14/10 hr,

light/dark natural-light photoperiod supplemented by fluorescent light

after dark.

Evaluations of bacterial translocation were done after 20 days.

Stem sections were surface-sterilized and processed using the disk-

section method previously described. Root segments of the seedlings

were fibrous and too small in diameter for disk-sectioning. The

largest root segments were removed from each tree and rinsed with tap
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water. Root segments were surface-sterilized in 0.5% sodium

hypcchlorite for 10 min, rinsed 3X in SDW, then aseptically macerated

and placed onto PAFC for 3 days at 21 C. Five stem sections, 8-12 cm

in length, were sampled in sequence distally from the crown, along

with 1.5 g of root tissue from each tree, fifteen trees per treatment.

Isolates that were recovered were compared to strains W4N54 and Mc2xa

for colony morphology, pigmentation, growth rate, and tested for

fluorescence and cytochrome oxidase reaction. Selected isolates were

given the GATIa determinative tests, then two isolates similar to each

inoculum strain were processed for DNA profile comparison as described

above.

Systemic movement of stem inoculated Ps strains. Three-year-old pear

seedlings cv. 'Faster', potted in the media described above, were used

to evaluate vascular mobility of two endophytic Ps strains, KM and K4

(obtained from Anjou trees), and two epiphytic Ps strains W4N54 and

API (W4N54 origin described above and AP1 was obtained from an Asian

pear, Pyrus pyrifolia) following inoculation into stem tissue. A 10-

ul suspension containing approx. 106 cfu/ml of each strain was applied

to one leaf scar of one- and two-year -old stems on each tree, 10 trees

per treatment, immediately after leaf removal. A sterile dissecting

needle tip was inserted through the drop of inoculum 2-3 mm into the

leaf scar, then the inoculum site was wrapped with Parafilm (American

Can Co" Greenwich, CT). Drops of SDW were used as the control. This

procedure introduced approx. 104 cfu at each site as determined by

dilution plating assay. After 20 days in a greenhouse at conditions

described above, the inoculated limbs were removed and surface-
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sterilized as previously described. Disks from 1 to 2 mm wide were

cut in both directions from the inoculation site, plated in sequential

order on PAFC, and incubated for 3 days at 22 C. Colonies that

fluoresced under UV light (350 nm) were purified as previously

described and tested for cytochrome axidase reaction and the GATTa

tests to confirm identity. Selected isolates recovered from each

treatment were prepared as described above for DNA profile analysis.
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Results

Evaluatiat of sampling methods. A comparison of the three sampling

methods for extraction of isolates from internal pear tissues resulted

in the disk-sectioning method giving the highest recovery of F+

isolates. In some cases, stern and root sections that had been sampled

and appeared free of F+ isolates using the water displacement method

were positive for F+ isolates using the disk-sectioning method on

samples of the same tissue. Direct comparison of the disk-sectioning

method and the maceration method was not possible because each

resulted in destructive sampling. However, there were different

frequencies of F+ bacterium isolated using each method in instances

when the same tree section was divided into two equal parts and then

sampled using the two methods. Distribution of F+ bacteria appeared

to be highly variable, and different frequencies of isolated F+

bacteria were found in disk samples separated by only a few mm in the

same tree section using the disk - sectioning method. The maceration

method was the slowest of the three methods because of the time

required to thoroughly sterilize the components of the Wiley Mill

between samples. Also, the larger diameter sections had to be cut

into smaller disk sizes for processing in the Wiley Mill. Therefore,

the disk-sectioning method was preferred because it provided efficient

recovery of F+ bacteria and was a a relatively rapid method to allow

processing of a large number of samples such that two trees could be

sampled per day.
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Frequency and distribution of endcphytic Ps. In the 68 trees sampled,

75% (51/68) of the F+Ox- isolates were found in roots with 32% (22/68)

found in stems (Table 2). F+Cac- isolates were found in both root and

stem tissues in 23.5% (16/68) of the trees or exclusively in roots or

stems in 51.5% (35/68) and 8.8% (6/68), respectively, of the trees

sampled (Table 2).

Approximately 25% of the trees that were sampled either had

cankers, active or inactive, commonly associated with disease caused

by Ps or were selected from sites in orchards that frequently

experienced pear blast based on previous surveys of the disease in the

Hood River Valley. The remainder of samples were taken from

symptomless trees randomly selected at sites with no known history of

pear blast. There was no recognizable frequency or distribution

pattern associated with diseased or symptomless trees relative to

isolation of F-K)x- isolates from any of the tissues sampled.

A total of 235 F+ isolates were recovered from 68 Anjou trees,

83% (196/235) were from roots and 17% (39/235) from stems. Of the

total F+ isolates, 81% (191/235) were cytochrome oxidase negative. No

further tests were given to the F+, cytochrome axidase positive

isolates. A total of 159 F-K)x- isolates were recovered from root

tissues (Table 3). F+Qx- isolates were found randomly distributed in

root sections ranging in diameter from 3mm to 45 mm. Roots were

sampled at various distances from the crown to obtain a diversity in

size of the sections. Roots larger than 45 mm in diameter were

difficult to sample and sterilize, and removal of larger roots from a

tree was discontinued once F+ bacteria were determined to occur



Table 2. Frequency of endophytic fluorescent, oxidase-negative isolates
found in 'Anjou' pear trees

Source
tissue

Number of trees
with F+Ox- isolatesa

% of total
trees sampled (68)b

Root (total)c 51 75.0

Root Only 35 51.5

Root and Stem 16 23.5

Stem Only 6 8.8

Stan ( total ) d 22 32.4

a. Isolates that fluoresced on Pseudomonas agar F (Difco Laboratories,
Detroit, MI) and were negative for cytochrome oxidise reaction
(Kovacs, 1956).

b. Diseased and symptomless pear trees were sampled at seven orchard sites
in Oregon during October through March, 1987-88 and 1988-89.

c. At least six sections of root tissue ranging in size from 12-20 cm in
length and 3-45 mm in diameter were sampled per tree.

d. At least three sections of each of four ages of stem tissue, one- to
four - years -old ranging from 12-20 cm in length were sampled per tree.



Table 3. Characterization of fluorescent, oxidase-negative bacteria isolated from
internal root and stem tissues and surfaces of leaves and blossoms of 'Anjou' pear.

Source of
isolates

Isolates
(No.)

Grouping
to Latorre

Jones

NO. of isolates with positive reactions

Cherry

according
&

(1979)a

GATTa71b

Ice
nucleation
activity

Hyper-
sensitive
reaction

Pathogenicityc
PearGATTA+ GATTai

Endophytes

Roots 159 24 91 44 0 2 2 1

Stems

1 yr 8 2 5 1 0 2 0 0

2 yr 7 1 4 2 0 2 1 1

3 yr 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0

4 yr 12 6 6 0 4 7 7 6

Epiphytes 40 29 0 11 17 24 23 21

Referencq
strains 10 8 0 2 3 10 9 9

a. GATT A+ isolates were positive for gelatin liquefaction and aesculin hydrolysis, negative for
tyrosinase activity and tartrate utilization; GATTat isolates were positive and negative in

various combinations for the four tests.
b. GATIA:-1 isolates were positive for gelatin liquefaction and aesculin hydrolysis, variable for

tyrosinase activity and negative for tartrate utilization.
c. Pathogenicity tests were conducted on three replicates each of pear and cherry fruitlets.

d. P.s. pv syringae strains B-5, Ps-3, 5D246, 5D4105, B-301D, W4N54, W4N1613, B-326, HS191, Pss2-3RNI-1.
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frequently in smaller roots.

Stein wood from one- to four-year-old was selected for sampling

because on most trees, age of wood was determined easily-and was

within a satisfactory size range for sampling. The distribution of

F+Ox- isolates in 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-year-old stems was 8, 7, 5, and

12, respectively (Table 3). In only four trees were F+Ox- isolates

recovered from more than one age of stem tissue, the remaining stem

isolates were recovered from only one age of stem tissue per tree.

Bacterial isolate characterization. Of the total endophytic

isolates, 17.3% (33/191) were positive for gelatin liquefaction and

aesculin hydrolysis and negative for tyrosinase activity and tartrate

utilization (GATra+) (Table 3). Of the total epiphytes and reference

strains collected for comparison, 72.5% (29/40) and 80% (8/10),

respectively, were GATTa+. Also listed in Table 3 are the numbers of

isolates that were classified GATTa-1, which indicates they were

positive for gelatin liquefaction and aesculin hydrolysis, variable

for tyrosinase activity and negative for tartrate utilization.

Tyrosinase activity was the most subjective of the four determinative

tests and generally was repeated more than twice before the evaluation

could be determined formally isolates. Tyrosinase activity for this

group (Gvrra-1) was listed as variable. If the negative reaction,

which occurred in many single tests, was given to isolates in this

category, then 41.9% (80/191), 100% (40/40), and 100% (10/10) of the

endophytic, epiphytic and reference isolates, respectively, would be

classified as GATTa+ (Table 3).

Only 2.1% (4/191) of the total endophytic isolates were positive
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for ice nucleation activity UMW (Table 3). These four INA+

isolates were recovered from four- year -old stem tissues of three trees

at different orchards. In contrast, 42.5% (17/40) and 30% (3/10) of

the epiphytic and reference isolates, respectively, were INA+. The

seven reference isolates that were negative for ice nucleation

activity (INA -) were selected specifically as INA- to provide a range

of DNA profiles for comparison with other isolates and with each

other.

Of the total endophytic F+Ox- isolates, 7.9% (15/191) elicited a

hypersensitivity response (HR) in tobacco, whereas 60% (24/40) and

100% (10 /10) of epiphytic and reference isolates, respectively,

elicited a positive HR (Table 3). Eleven of the endophytic and

epiphytic isolates positive for HR were GATTa+, as were three of the

isolates positive for pathogenicity. All isolates positive for

pathogenicity, except four, were pathogenic to both pear and cherry

fruitlets. Two endophytic and two epiphytic isolates, each isolated

from pear, were pathogenic to cherry but not to pear fruitlets (Table

3). There were no apparent relationships between the phenotypic

determinative tests GATTa, INA, HR, and pathogenicity.

DNA profile comparisons of isolates taken from the same tree

resulted in all possible combinations of similarity and dissimilarity.

For example, one isolate from each age of stem tissue (Fig. 7) and two

root sections of symptomless tree F8 had similar DNA profiles.

Isolates found in root tissue of trees KM and M12 had different DNA

profiles from isolates found in stem tissues of the same trees

(Fig. 7). Two isolates taken from root tissue of tree N3 had
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Fig. 7. Restriction-fragment banding patterns of cellular DNA from 15

different isolates of Pseudomonas syringae digested with EcoRI. Lane

1 shows DNA profile standard (X.-DNA Hind III digest) marked in kilo-

base pairs in the margin; lanes 2, 6, 7, and 8 show DNA profiles of

isolates recovered from four ages of stem tissue in the same tree;

lanes 3, 4, and 5 show DNA profiles of isolates recovered from three

adjacent trees in the same row; lanes 9, 10, and 11 show DNA profiles

of isolates recovered from stem and two root sections, respectively,

of the same tree; lane 12 shows DNA profile of isolate AFT; lanes 13,

14, 15, and 16 were loaded with too low DNA concentration for

visibility.
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Fig. 7
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different DNA profiles and two isolates taken from stem tissues of

tree F17 had similar DNA profiles. The two isolates with similar DNA

profiles from tree F17 were from four-year-old stem tissues, and they

were two of the four endcphytic INA+ isolates. The other two

endcphytic INA+ isolates had different DNA profiles. Also, stem

isolates taken from two adjacent trees in a row had different DNA

profiles (Fig. 7). Reference isolate W4N1613 was an INA- mutant of

INA+ reference isolate B301D and a visual comparison of their DNA

profiles resulted in no discernable difference in banding patterns.

Assays for antibiotic resistance. Sensitivity by 52 epiphytic and

190 endophytic isolates to four concentrations of streptomycin and

axytetracycline are listed in Table 4. The current recommended field

application rates of streptomycin and oxytetracycline are 100 ppm and

200 ppm, respectively. Regression analysis of arc -sine VT

transformations indicated significant differences (P < 0.05) in

sensitivity of isolates to streptomycin and oxytetracycline (Y = 69.27

+ 21.08X), between concentrations of both antibiotics (Y = 69.27 -

0.25X), and between epiphytes and emdophytes (Y = 69.27 - 4.04X).

Resistance decreased with increased chemical concentration in all

cases with the rate of decrease differing between epiphytic and

endophytic isolates (Table 4). There was a significantly higher level

(P < 0.05) of resistance to all concentrations of streptomycin in

comparison to oxytetracycline (Table 4).

Sensitivity to copper was similar between epiphytic and

endcphytic isolates (Fig. 8). At the 2.0 mM concentration, only 4%

and 3% of the epiphytic and endophytic isolates, respectively, showed



Table 4. Sensitivity of epiphytic and endoPhytic isolates of Pseudomonas syringae to four
concentrations of streptomycin and oxytetracycline

Antibiotic
Source of
isolatesa 50 plod)) 100 ppm 250 ppm 500 ppm

Epiphytesc 0.08d 0.98 2.88 4.56

Streptomycine

Endcphytes 0.22 0.99 2.12 3.61

Epiphytes 5.44 6.45 10.92 12.97

Oxytetracycline

Endophytes 3.08 4.17 8.95 11.04

a. A total of 52 epiphytes and 190 endophytes were evaluated for antibiotic sensitivity.
b. There was a significant difference (P < 0.05) between antibiotic concentrations on

regression analysis of arc-sine \a"- transformations of the data. (Y = 69.27 - 0.26X)
c. There was a significant difference (P < 0.05) between epiphytes and endophytes.

= 69.27 4.04X).
dL The mean diameter inhibition zone (mm) of three replicates.
e. There was a significant difference (P < 0.05) between streptomycin and acytetracycline.

(Y = 69.27 + 21.08X), R2 = 0.95 for the combined three equations.
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Fig. 8. The percentage of 52 epiphytic and 195 endophytic

fluorescent, oxidase-negative isolates that grew on four copper

sulfate concentrations. Three replicates of each isolate were tested.
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any growth, whereas at the lowest copper concentration (0.25 mM), 100%

and 99% of the epiphytic and endophytic isolates, respectively, were

able to grow (Fig. 8).

Eight epiphytic isolates were collected from an orchard site

where no known bactericidal applications have been used for nine years

and four epiphytic isolates were collected from an orchard site where

at least 14 applications of streptomycin and two applications of

copper were made the previous year. The sensitivity of each of these

isolates is listed in Table 5. Of the isolates collected at the no-

spray site, seven appeared to have limited sensitivity to 100 ppm

(< 2.0 mm inhibition zone), but only one showed similar sensitivity to

250 ppm streptomycin. Two of these isolates were resistant to all

four copper concentrations with varying degrees of resistance listed

for the other isolates. In contrast, resistance to copper by isolates

collected frost the 14-spray site was only at the lowest concentration,

except one isolate, but nearly all four isolates from this site were

resistant to each concentration of streptomycin. All isolates tested

were sensitive to each concentration of axytetracycline (Table 5).

Systemic movement of root-inoculated Ps strains. F40x- isolates were

recovered from sampled root segments of all trees inoculated with

W4N54 and Mc2xa but not from trees inoculated with SDW. There were

three trees inoculated with SDW from which F+Ox+ isolates were

recovered. In all cases, F-0x- isolates recovered from trees

inoculated with Ps strains W4N54 or Mc2xa were similar to the

corresponding inoculum strains in colony morphology, pigmentation and

growth rate. Selected isolates were all GATTa+. The DNA profiles of



Table 5. Response of isolates of Pseudomonas syringae from sprayed and nonsprayed orchards to
streptomycin, oxytetracycline, and copper sulfate

Streptomycin (ppm) Oxytetracycline (ppm) Copper Sulfate (mM)

Location Isolate 50 100 250 500 50 100 250 500 0.25 0.50 1.0 2.0

AOS 1 1.0a 3.3 7.3 9.3 4.7 5.7 13.0 14.7 2b 0 0 0

AOS 3Y 0 0.7 2.3 5.0 4.0 6.0 15.7 16.3 3 0 0 0

AOS 3W 0 1.0 3.7 5.7 6.0 7.7 13.7 15.0 3 3 3 3

No-sprayc AOS 4W 0 1.7 4.3 6.7 9.3 11.3 15.7 16.3 3 3 3 3

site AOS 5Y 0 0.7 2.0 3.3 2.7 3.0 8.3 10.0 3 3 3 0

AOS AJ 0 0 2.3 4.3 2.7 3.0 9.3 11.7 3 3 0 0

AOS BA 0 0.3 1.3 3.7 2.0 3.0 8.0 9.3 3 0 0 0

AOS BB 0 1.0 2.0 4.3 2.7 3.0 8.7 11.7 3 0 0 0

MA 0 0 0 0 7.3 9.3 12.7 14.0 3 2 0 0

14- spray' MAPT 0 0 0 0 8.7 9.7 13.3 17.3 3 0 0 0

site MAAJ 0 0 0 0 9.0 10.3 15.3 17.0 3 0 0 0

UW 1 0 0 0 1.0 8.7 9.7 14.3 17.0 3 0 0 0

a. The mean diameter inhibition zone (mm) of three replicates.
b. The number of three replicates that grew are listed.
c. Epiphytic isolates collected from an orchard site where no known bactericide applications

have been made for at least nine years.
d. Epiphytic isolates collected from two orchard sites where 14 streptomycin and two copper

sulfate applications were made the year previous to isolate collection.
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the selected isolates also were similar to the corresponding inoculum

strains. Stem sections of all root-inoculated trees produced no F+Ox-

isolates. F+Ox+ isolates were recovered from two trees inoculated

with strain Mc2xa.

Systemic movement of stem -inoculated Ps strains. Systemic movement of

strains of Ps inoculated into one- and two-year-old stem tissues is

shown in Table 6. F+Ox- isolates were recovered up to 30 mm from the

inoculation sites and from leaves directly adjacent inoculation sites.

There was significantly greater movement in two-year-old tissues

compared to one-year-old tissues for the epiphytic strains but not for

the endcphytic strains. There also was significantly less movement in

both ages of stem tissue for endophytic strain K4 compared to all

other strains. Strain API was detected at a significantly farther

distance in two-year-old tissues than all other strains. There were

no F+Ox- isolates recovered from trees inoculated with SDW.

Comparisons of selected isolates from trees inoculated with each

strain were similar to the corresponding isolates used as inoculum in

colony morphology, pigmentation, and growth rate. All selected

isolates were GATTa+. DM profile comparison of selected isolates

were similar to the corresponding inoculum strain.



Table 6. Movement of Pseudomonas syringae inoculum of two epiphytic and two
endophytic strains inoculated into one- and two-year-old stem tissue of pear
trees

Source

Movement from
wound site (xrm)

Inoculum
strain 1 yr stem 2 yr stem

Epiphyte

Endcphyte

W4N 54 8.3bA** 12.7bB

AP 1 11.4bA 17.1c8

KD 7 10.516h
9.3bA

K 4 3.0aA 5.2ah

Control 0.0ah 0.0ah

* Inoculum concentration for each strain was approximately 10 4 cfu/ml.
** Means of two replicates of ten tree inoculations. Means followed by the

same lower-case letter or upper-case letter do not differ (P < 0.05) by
column or row, respectively, by Duncan's Multiple Range Test.
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Discussion

The results of these studies indicate a high frequency and wide

distribution of a heterogeneous population of endophytic Ft-

bacteria in pear trees. Heterogeneity in the epiphytic Pseudomonad

population on host plants has been well documented (bowler and Weaver,

1975; Gross et al., 1984; Roos and Hattingh, 1987; Baca and Moore,

1987; Malvick and Moore, 1988a) and the results of this study extend

the concept of heterogeneity within populations of Ps to include those

populations that exist in internal tissues of its host. Cameron

(1966) first reported finding a systemic Ps isolate in pear and later

isolated high numbers of Ps isolates from the trunk, roots, and lower

scaffold limbs of cherry trees (Cameron, 1970). A heterogeneous

population of Pseudomonads also was isolated from inside symptomless

peach trees (bowler and Weaver, 1975). Apparently, heterogeneity can

exist in any evaluated population of Ps as was shown when single-cell

derivatives of a single Ps isolate were evaluated (Perlasca, 1960).

Positive fluorescence and negative cytochrome oxidase reaction

are sufficient to classify phytopathogenic bacteria to one of two

species, Pseadamcnas syringae or P. viridiflava (Schaad, 1982). Young

et al. (1978) recommerxied that P. viridiflava be rejected as a nomen

dubium and not be included in the Approved List of Bacterial Names,

1980. Latorre and Jones (1979) reported that the GATTa determinative

tests were useful for rapid identification of P. syringae and P.

morsprunorum which were listed as P.S. pv. syringae and P.s. pv.

morsprunorum by Young et al. (1978). P.E4 pv. morsprunorum, to Aur

knowledge, has not been found in the Northwest (Gross et al., 1984).
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Roos and Hattingh (1987) conducted extensive phenotypic characteristic

tests which supported the reliability of the GATTa tests. Of the

total F+Ox- isolates recovered in this study, only a small proportion

were identified as P.s. pv. syringae using the GATTa tests. How

then, should the remaining F+Ox- isolates be classified? A number of

the GATTa+ isolates were positive for HR and pathogenic on pear and

cherry fruitlets which indicates pathogenic potential (Klement, 1964;

Gross et al., 1984; Endert and Ritchie, 1984). Determinative tests

such as the GATTa tests should not be the sole phenotypic

characteristics by which Pseudomonas syringae isolates are evaluated

for classification. The high proportion of pathogenicity on both

pear and cherry fruitlets is in agreement with the lack of pathogenic

specificity between pome and stone fruit derived Ps isolates observed

by other researchers (Gross et al., 1984; Endert and Ritchie, 1984).

We agree with Schaad (1982) that pathogenicity should be accepted as a

major character at the level of species and we refrain from

classifying all of the F+Ox- isolates recovered in this study as P.s.

pv. syringae due to the observed continuum of phenotypic variability.

The infrasUbspecific term 'pathovar' should be reserved for a class

with greater uniformity than in this case.

In the present study, the combined results of GATTa, 1E04 SR, and

pathogenicity tests reinforced the limitations of reliance on

phenotypic characteristics for classification of Ps. Any comparison

of phenotypic traits is dependent on ability to create 'in vitro'

conditions for consistent expression of that trait. A phenotypic

bioassay such as a pathogenicity test can also be limited in its
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sensitivity to distinguish between saprophytes and weak pathogens

(Misaghi and Grogan, 1969). A direct comparison of the genome could

overcome this limitation.

The use of DNA restriction- fragment profile analysis in this

study provided genotypic comparisons of isolates taken from trees at

different sites, of isolates taken from different tissues, and of

isolates with known genomic similarity such as the INA+ wildtype and

its INA- mutant. The genomic fingerprint was also used to confirm

recovery of inoculated strains rather than the traditional tracking of

an antibiotic-mutant strain. Despite rigorous assays given to

developed, antibiotic resistant 'marked' strains for phenotypic

variance other than the resistance trait, the question of 100%

competence of the mutant in comparison to its parental wildtype exists

for traits that influence disease 'in vivo' such as ability to

colonize, mobility, virulence, or pathogenicity. The precision and

uniqueness of restriction endcauclease cleavage sites in a bacterial

genome was reported to be stable, clonally inherited and directly

Observable, providing a useful comparison between strains (Hartung and

Civerolo, 1987). Denny et al. (1988) suggested that while DNA profile

analysis offered advantages of simplicity and speed, the large numbers

of DNA fragments on the gel meant that only marked differences were

observable and differences between closely related strains could go

unnoticed. The comparison of wildtype B301D (INA+) to its mutant

offspring W4N1613 (INA -) confirmed the inability to distinguish

between closely related strains using visual comparisons of DNA

profile analysis. Also, due to the decreasing resolution within a gel
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toward the cathode as smaller DNA fragments intercalate less ethidium

bromide, we could not state with certainty that similar DNA profiles

meant that strains were identical. In order to avoid the limitations

of DNA profile comparisons, Ps strains selected for inoculum had

clearly different DNA fingerprints readily observable within the area

of a gel with highest resolution. Therefore, using these criteria, we

agree with Malvick and Moore (1988a) that DNA profile analysis can be

a useful tool to compare the identity of ixxlividual isolates that

cannot otherwise be distinguished morphologically or by comparison of

traditional phenotyic characteristics. We also extend its usefulness

as a tool to track inoculated wildtype strains.

The inability to detect movement of root inoculated Ps strains

above the crown and the relatively short translocation of stem-

inoculated Ps strains suggests limited vascular mobility of internal

strains in pear tissues. The presence of isolates with similar DNA

profiles at different locations within a tree is contrary to the

observed results of the experiments concerning systemic movement and

supports the hypothesis that mobility within a tree may be greater

than was detected in these trials. It is possible that the limited

movement of Ps in our study was related to time between inoculation

and evaluation which was not long enough to permit greater inoculum

translocaticn. Also, the recovery techniques used in these trials may

be limited in their sensitivity to detect extremely small numbers of

bacterial cells that may be translocated. An inoculum dispersal trial

using an irradiated inoculum which could be photographed while inside

the vascular tissues of a host could provide useful information
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relative to endoPhytic translocation over time.

The ubiquitous nature of the epiphytic Ps and its ability to

colonize internal tissues were thought to be responsible for the

erratic success of chemical control of pear blast (Dye, 1956; Cameron,

1962b; Hattingh et al., 1989). Recent scanning electron microscopy

studies have shown colonization of internal tissue and systemic

movement by Ps inoculated onto pear leaves and blossoms (Mansvelt and

Hattingh, 1987a, 1987b). Although endcphytic Ps isolates were

recovered with relatively high frequency in our study, most of them

were found in root tissues. A low number of these isolates were

positive for HR or pathogenicity on fruitlets and none were INA+.

These three characteristics are considered to be important predictors

of pathogenic potential (Linam et al., 1978b; Gross et al., 1984).

Ps isolates were recovered with less frequency from stem tissues, but

a greater proportion of these isolates had one or more of the

pathogenic characteristics. Despite the low proportion of endophytic

isolates positive for these characteristics, the presence of any

endcphytic isolates with one or more of these three capabilities

suggests that the internal tissues of pear potentially provide a

source of inoculum that can contribute to disease in the host, or

serve as a source of inoculum for dispersal.

The frequency of resistance to streptomycinkwendophytic

isolates was high and could be explained in two ways: 1) resistance

is inherent and is not acquired by natural selection pressure caused

by exposure to the applied compound, or 2) resistance is acquired by a

strain in an epiphytic phase by natural selection, then the strain
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colonizes internal tissue in an endophytic phase and retains the

resistance. Evidence for inherent resistance was indicated by the

level of resistance in isolates collected from the site where no known

bactericidal applications have been made for at least nine years.

Sundin et al. (1989) reported that under laboratory conditions a

copper resistant strain of P.s. pv. syringae retained resistance after

one year of growth on media without copper present. Adaskaveg and

Hine (1985) reported copper-tolerant strains of Xanthomcmas campestris

pv. vesicatoria found in an area where copper bactericides had not

been used for over 30 years. Streptomycin-resistant strains of

Erwinia amylovora were reported in orchards from six to 10 years

after the last use of the bactericide (Schroth et al., 1978; Moller et

al, 1981). Resistance to copper and streptomycin in phytopathogenic

bacteria has been associated with conjugative plasmids (Bender and

Cooksey, 1986; Stall et al., 1986; Burr et al., 1988; Sundin et al.,

1989), but selection of resistance was considered associated with

prior exposures to the bactericides. The highest copper sulfate

concentration evaluated in this study (2.0 mM) is approx.. equivalent

to an 8:1 dilution of the recommended delayed dormant application for

Pseudomonas control on pear (Koepsell and Pscheidt, 1989). The lowest

copper concentration (0.25 mb1) results in a concentration of free CU2+

ion available in CYEG medium comparable to that which is available

following field applications of copper compounds (S. E. Lindow,

personal communication).

Resistance to mytetracycline was relatively minor for all

isolates, which suggests that its use as a bactericide remains
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effective when it contacts the bacteria. The amount of free Cu2+ that

contacts bacteria also appears to be critical, and the highest

concentrations evaluated in this study proved effective. Overuse of

streptomycin has apparently limited its effectiveness. The critical

determining factor of effectiveness for each of these bactericides is

contact with the organism. The apparent ability of Ps to exist in an

endophytic phase permits the bacterium to avoid contact with any non-

systemic compound. The endophytic phase also could be important as a

source of inocialum to be spread by grafting or upon re-emergence into

an epiphytic phase. We agree with the hypothesis proposed by Sundin

et al. (1988) that endophytic bacterial movement could occur during

metabolite translocation in spring and fall, but further evidence is

required to validate this hypothesis.
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SMEARY

Results of these experiments indicate that blossom blast on

attached and detached pear shoots can be consistently induced with

appropriate temperature, moisture and bloom developmental stage, and

that the incidence of blossom blast was proportional to the log of Ps

population. The comparable development of blossom blast on both

attached and detached shoots indicates that information attained from

treatments of detached shoots can be used to predict potential effects

under similar conditions in the field. A previous limitation

on the study of factors influencing development of the disease was

dependence on natural weather conditions. Weather conditions can be

highly variable within a treatment population and inconsistent between

replications.

When a population of pathogenic Ps was suspended in water drops

adjacent to tissue that was damaged by intercellular ice-formation,

disease progression was induced. A reduced incidence of disease

resulted when one or a combination of the following factors

existed: free moisture was unavailable, temperatures remained above

freezing, flower petals remained unopened, and a low population of Ps

was present. Decisions by management for control of disease caused by

Ps can take this information into consideration. For example, if

temperatures are low during full bloom but no rainfall occurs and

moisture from dew is minimal, then application of a bactericide is

not recommended. In another scenario, if wet weather accompanied by

near-freezing temperatures persists during early bloom stages prior
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to full bloom, then application of a bacteride is not recommended.

However, if free moisture is available along with freezing

temperatures during full bloom, then Ps populations can reach high

levels in traumatized blossom tissues. Under these ccaditions, a

potential high risk for disease development exists and a bactericide

application should be recommended when such a high risk is projected.

All cultivars evaluated were susceptible to blossom blast

although the levels of susceptibility were variable between cultivars.

The same spray recommendation would apply to any cultivar if the

optimal conditions existed as described above. The cultivar

susceptibility evaluations should be continued and future trials

should include growth measurement parameters which could provide

useful comparative information.

The apparent resistance of many of the Ps isolates tested in this

study to streptomycin should be of concern to growers. Excessive

applications of streptomycin or any bactericide can result in

selection for resistance by the bacterium. A smaller proportion of

the isolates showed resistance to either oxytetracycline or copper

sulfate. A conservative application schedule based on Observance of

weather conditions, coupled with alternate applications of various

bactericides, should be adopted as disease control management.

The results of sampling internal pear tissues indicate a high

frequency and wide distribution of a heterogeneous endcphytic Ps

population. Similar DM restriction- fragment profiles between

isolates recovered from different tissues within the same tree

indicate potential mobility of the endophytic bacterium. However,
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these results do not prove conclusively that the strains of Ps

translocate freely between an epiphytic and endaphytic phase. A small

proportion of the fluorescent, axidase-negative (Fialc) isolates

recovered from root tissue tested positive for disease-influencing

characteristics such as hypersensitivity and pathogenic response and

none of the isolates tested had ice nucleation ability. A higher

proportion of Fi-Ox- isolates recovered from stem tissues tested

positive for these same characteristics. The presence of even one

endophytic Ps isolate with ice nucleation ability suggests that the

endophytic Ps population could possibly influence ice formation

which could lead to a higher incidence of disease.

The inoculum translocation trials resulted in limited detectable

mobility of inoculated Ps strains, but extending the period between

inoculation and recovery could reveal greater mobility. Other

techniques such as use of antibiotic-resistant 'marked' strains or

irradiated inocula that can be photographed 'in situ' could also

reveal greater vascular mobility. A more extensive evaluation of

endophytic Ps isolates, within a smaller number of pear trees over

time, could provide information about internal mobility relative to

tree growth during a season. An extensive sampling of nursery

stock for endophytic Ps could provide useful information about the

source of inoculum, whether it is introduced before or after planting.
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